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Executive Summary 

In order to improve municipal services, the Municipality of Kumanovo through priority sub-projects for 

procurement of equipment for Communal Public Enterprises of the Municipality of Kumanovo, which has 

potential in terms of generating incomes and cost savings, will improve living standards for people living on 

the territory of the municipality of Kumanovo. 

The sub-projects will strengthen the municipal functions and competencies and will contribute to improving 

the quality of communal services at the municipal level, through the modernization of the fixed assets of the 

Public Enterprises of the Municipality of Kumanovo. 

The expansion of the City today imposes the need to expand the overall infrastructure of the City and 

improve the quality of work of public enterprises. In that direction, in order to improve the quality of 

communal services at the municipal level, it is necessary to purchase equipment for the smooth operation 

of communal public enterprises. Communal Public enterprises in the Municipality of Kumanovo, as a lack of 

basic equipment, allocate a significant part of their finances for renting equipment for winter maintenance, 

cleaning of illegal landfills and garbage, as well as upgrading and cleaning of irrigation canals and 

construction of gas pipeline network and removal of illegally parked vehicles in public areas. 

The procurement of basic machines and vehicles for uninterrupted operation of public enterprises intended 

for the pointed operations will reduce the funds that public enterprises allocate for renting them in the 

direction of the professional realization of the current work. In order to protect the environment, new trends 

impose the need for more sophisticated equipment in accordance with environmental standards. 

We will achieve improvement of the quality of the communal services at the municipal level by procuring 

equipment for the public enterprises, financed through sub-loan from Second MSIP in the amount of 

63.754.712 MKD, as follows: 

1. Purchase of construction machine combine trench loader, PE "Vodovod" Kumanovo - Combined 

Backhoe loader, in amount  of 4,920,000.00 mkd. 

2.Procurement of equipment for removal and disposal of waste, PE "Cistota i zelenilo", Kumanovo- 
Waste collection vehicle, Crane Truck, Tractor with trailer,Working machine, in amount of  
13,610,012.00 mkd. 
 
3.Procurement of equipment for winter maintenance of roads, PE "Cistota i zelenilo", Kumanovo-

three Trucks with equipment for winter maintenance - Snow and salt clearing pump in amount of 

32,398,200.00 mkd. 

4.Procurement of a specialized vehicle for removal of illegally parked vehicles on public areas on 

the territory of the Municipality of Kumanovo, PE "Kumanovo - parking" Kumanovo-Special vehicle-

spider in amount of 6,000,000.00 mkd 

5. Procurement of equipment for construction and maintenance of a distribution gas network on the 

territory of the Municipality of Kumanovo, PE "Kumanovo-Gas" -Kumanovo- Combined Backhoe 

loader, Truck, Commercial vehicle in amount of 6,826,500.00 mkd. 
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Therefore, improving the quality of communal services at the municipal level by purchasing new equipment, 

in accordance with environmental protection standards, will positively affect the improvement of the quality 

of communal services and reduce the costs at the municipal level. 

The sub-projects are included in the municipal strategic documents such as the Working Programs of the 

Public Enterprises of the Municipality of Kumanovo, the Programs of the Department of communal affairs, 

infrastructure and traffic and protection of the environment and nature, and at the same time, they are part 

of the development budget of the Municipality of Kumanovo. 

The project is relevant to the development goal of MSIP and is considered to be activated in the long run, 

as well as useful for health during the opportunity and for environmental protection. 

In addition, the implementation of the project will provide significant benefits, such as a better standard of 

living and quality of life, the opportunity for future economic development, and benefits from the 

municipality, as well as a thoroughly increased trust of the local population. 
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1. PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

1.1 General information on the municipality of Kumanovo 
Figure 1 Kumanovo 

 

The Municipality of Kumanovo is located in the northeastern part of the Republic of North Macedonia, 

covers an area of 509.48 km2 and has 105,484 inhabitants on its territory, which makes it the largest 

municipality in RN. Macedonia. According to the 2002 census, the city has a population of 70,842 and 

belongs to the group of large cities. Together with the suburban settlement Karposh (5,433 inhabitants), 

which is kept separately in the official censuses, the city has 76,275 inhabitants and is the third largest city 

in the Republic of Northe Macedonia. The municipality is located in the eastern foothills of SkopskaCrna 

Gora, in the eastern part of Kumanovo Field at an altitude of 330 meters. On the territory of the 

municipality, corridor 8 and corridor 10 intersect, which is the main traffic artery along the Vardar-Moravia 
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valley. In addition to the road infrastructure on the territory of the municipality is located most of the traced 

and under construction railway infrastructure. This good traffic-geographical position of the municipality 

contributes to it having a number of potentials and challenges. 

In accordance with the Law on Territorial Organization of Local Self-Government of the Republic of North 

Macedonia (Official Gazette 55/04 and its amendments) and the List of Rural Areas and Rural 

Communities in the Republic of North Macedonia (Official Gazette No. 89/2011), the Municipality of 

Kumanovo is an urban unit of local self-government on whose territory rural areas are located. The 

municipality covers 48 settlements of which Kumanovo is an urban area while the remaining 47 settlements 

are rural. 

Based on the decision of the Council of the Municipality of Kumanovo adopted on 39th session of the 

Council held on July 1, 2015, places "Voinovich" and "Kosturnik" are newly formed settlements. Kosturnik is 

a township which was part of Upper Konjare while Voinovich is a settlement that was part of Tabanovce. 

Figure 2 Reoublic of North Macedonia Municipality of Kumanovo; Figure 3 Municipality of Kumanovo 

 

According to the 2002 census, the municipality of Kumanovo has 105,484 inhabitants or 207 inhabitants / 

km2. The population density of the municipality is 2.65 times higher than the population density in 

Macedonia 78.6 inhabitants / km2. The total population according to the estimates of the State Statistical 

Office from 2014 is 108,817 inhabitants, of which 54,914 (50.46%) men and 53,903 (49.54%) women. The 

total number of households in 2002 was 27,984 with an average membership in a household being 3.8. 

The representation of the population according to the age groups is the following, from 0-19 years, 26,919 
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(24.74%), from 20-40 years. 33,727 (30.99%), from 40-64 years. 35,528 (32.65%) from 65 to 84 years. 

12,202 (11.21%) and the remaining 431 (0.40%). According to the ethnic structure of the population, in the 

municipality of KumanovoMacedonians are represented with 59.58%, Albanians with 26.44%, Serbs with 

8.75%, Roma population with 4.12%, Turks with 0.28% and 0.79% are members of other ethnic groups. 

The administrative center of the municipality is located in the city of Kumanovo. 

Table 1: Population by populated places in the Municipality of Kumanovo 

Бр. Inhabited 
place 

Popu
latio
n 

Num
ber 

Inhabited 
place 

Pop
ulati
on 

Nu
mb
er 

Inhabited 
place 

Popul
ation 

Nu
mb
er 

Inhabited 
place 

Populati
on 

1 AginoSelo/Vil
lage Agino 

965 13 Dlga 0 25 Kshanje 48 37 Recica 557 

2 Bedinje 2327 14 Dobroshan
e 

1655 26 Kumanovo 70842 38 Romanov
ce 

2794 

3 Beljakovce 64 15 Dovezence 123 27 Lopate 2448 39 Skackovc
e 

160 

4 Biljanovce 1231 16 DolnoKonja
re 

1286 28 Ljubodrag 686 40 Sopot 318 

5 Brzak 104 17 Jachince 106 29 Murgash 63 41 Studena 
Bara 

344 

6 Vakv 108 18 Karabikhan
e 

43 30 Novoseljan
e 

46 42 Sushevo 34 

7 Vince 90 19 Klechovce 573 31 Novo Selo 274 43 Tabanovc
e 

910 

8 Gabresh 71 20 Kokoshinje 45 32 Orashac 387 44 Tromegja 1298 

9 Gradishte 192 21 Kolicko 86 33 Pezovo 53 45 Umin Dol 442 

10 Zivinje 46 22 Kosmatac 41 34 Proevce 2311 46 Cerkezi 3741 

11 Zubovce 57 23 Kutlibeg 13 35 Pcinja 793 47 Cetirce 249 

12 GornoKonjar
e 

1136 24 Kuckarevo 105 36 Rezanovce 705 48 Shupli 
Kamen 

81 

 Total 105484 

The region of Kumanovo is characterized by a typical continental climate, with the average temperature of 

11.8 C0. The surroundings of Kumanovo are rich in different types of landscapes: mountains, valleys and 

canyons. They are formed as a result of tectonic movements of the earth in different geological periods. 

These are the following mountains: SkopskaCrna Gora, Ruen and Kozjak, of which Ruen belongs to the 

low mountains, while the other two are of medium height. 

West of Kumanovo, there are branches of SkopskaCrna Gora with the highest peak Ramno (1,651 m), 

while east of Kumanovo are the branches of GradickaPlanina, with a height of 790 m. To the north are 
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branches of Mount Ruen, while to the east of Mount Rouen is Mount Kozjak with the highest peak of 1,326 

m. The Kumanovo valley belongs to the central part of the region, with a height of 200 m. The variety of 

types of soil in the valley allows the cultivation of different crops. 

The hydrographic network in Kumanovo consists of the rivers:Pchinja, Kumanovska and Kriva River, as 

well as the small tributaries of the river Pchinja. Pchinja is the largest and most important river in Kumanovo 

and is the second largest tributary of the river Vardar. The municipality is rich in mineral and thermal 

waters. In the area of the village. Proevce, whose average water temperature is 30 ° C, the spa complex 

Kumanovska Banja was built. Water is rich in calcium, sodium, hydrocarbons, magnesium, iodine and other 

minerals, which make it healing and useful for various users. 

Worth mentioning are the two artificial lakes located near the city of Kumanovo, which are Lipkovo Lake 

and Lake Glaznja. 

On the territory of the Municipality of Kumanovo and in the surrounding municipalities, reserves of clay 

suitable for the brick industry are exploited. At several locations in the municipality and in the surrounding 

municipalities there are mines of quality travertines and marbles. Basalt, antimony-arsenic deposits, as well 

as volcanic tuff are not sufficiently exploited for industrial needs and certainly represent a huge potential for 

new investors. 

The primary education in the Municipality is organized in 16 primary schools from the regular, compulsory 

education and one primary music school (Music school PancePeshev). The total number of students in the 

regular primary education in the municipality in the academic year 2019/2020 is 10275 students, organized 

in 582 classes. Eight primary schools in the municipality have organized classes in open classes, the so-

called regional schools (a total of 21 regional schools).  
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Table 2: Students in regular primary education in primary municipal schools in the municipality of Kumanovo 

Primary School First 
grade. 

Second 
grade 

Third 
grade. 

Fourth 
grade 

Fifth 
grade 

Sixth 
grade 

Seventh 
grade. 

Eighth 
grade 

Ninth 
grade  

Total: 

KrsteMisirkov 124 135 109 113 110 96 119 113 104 1023 

Magdalena 
Antova 

72 93 68 66 87 74 67 80 60 667 

NaimFrasheri 138 151 146 146 123 142 130 121 114 1211 

ToliZordumis 54 51 54 60 70 56 49 54 62 510 

HristijanKarposh 126 145 127 143 142 124 113 122 121 1163 

BajramShabani 116 118 121 107 146 112 117 127 142 1106 

BrakjaRibar 32 32 24 21 35 27 19 27 18 235 

BitolskiKongres 23 33 35 21 24 33 29 31 31 260 

BrakjaMiladinovci 157 156 125 143 146 138 98 111 100 1174 

Vera Kotorka 9 11 5 10 8 6 2 6 10 67 

11 Oktomvri 49 43 46 56 39 43 44 51 46 417 

VukKaragjikj 9 11 12 14 13 10 17 13 15 114 

Jeronim de Rada 68 70 59 63 52 57 46 52 53 520 

Karposh 13 14 13 20 17 16 14 8 18 133 

Kiril I Medodij 24 45 54 54 46 45 55 42 45 410 

KocoRacin 154 129 133 136 150 153 142 138 130 1265 

Total  
1168 

 
1237 

 
1131 

 
1173 

 
1208 

 
1132 

 
1061 

 
1096 

 
1069 

 
10275 

Source: Sector of Education in the Municipality of Kumanovo 
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Table 3: Overview of enrolled students in secondary education/high school in the municipality of Kumanovo 
in the academic years 2016//2017,2017/2018,2018/2019,2019/2020 

Source: Sector of Education in the Municipality of Kumanovo High schools 

Secondary education is organized in 5 municipal high schools - High School "GoceDelchev", High School 

"Sami Frasheri", High School "Pero Nakov", OSTU "NaceBugjoni" and High School Agricultural School 

"KiroBurnaz", Kumanovo. In them, in the academic year 2019/2020, a total of 5,093 students are enrolled. 

Teaching is conducted in Macedonian and Albanian. 

Of these 5 high schools, two are high schools, and the other three are vocational high schools in which 

more and more conjunctural professions and educational profiles required by the labor market are 

introduced. Agricultural School KiroBurnaz is located in a rural area, more precisely in the village. 

DolnoKonjare. 

• High school "GoceDelchev" - directions: natural mathematics, social humanities, language and art. Every 

year the High School is involved in a bilingual project and has one bilingual class in all 4 years. This project 

is on a special competition with 34 students. 

• High School "NaimFrasheri" directions: natural mathematics, social humanities, linguistic arts. 

 Secondary 

education/Hig

h school 

Academic 2016/2017 year Academic2017/2018 year Academic2018/2019 year Academic 2019/2020 year 

T
o

ta
l f

o
r 

 

20
19

/2
02

0 

го
д

и
н

а
 

I  
 

II 
 

III
  

IV
 

I  
 

II 
 

III
  

IV
 

I  II III
  

IV
  

I  
 

II 
 

III
  

IV
  

1 High school 

„GoceDelcev“ 

255 282 255 284 230 250 278 255 267 229 251 279 226 263 234 251 974 

2 High school 

„Sami 

Frasheri“ 

245 248 246 256 210 244 247 244 224 210 231 242 224 224 207 223 878 

3 High school 

„Pero Nakov“ 

222 285 249 277 192 200 272 239 218 200 197 258 224 216 193 179 812 

4 OSTU  

„NaceBugjoni “ 

515 509 490 452 514 479 484 410 537 496 476 437 528 497 485 426 1936 

5 OSTU 

„KiroBurnaz“ 

121 114 103 114 124 132 117 92 137 124 128 109 117 141 119 116 493 

 Total: 1358 1438 134

3 

138

3 

127

0 

130

5 

139

8 

124

0 

138

3 

125

9 

128

3 

132

5 

131

9 

1341 1238 1195 5093 
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• OSTU "NaceBugjoni" - directions: mechanical (computer management technician, mechanical energy 

technician and mechanical mechanic), electrical engineering (electrical technician for computer technology 

and automation, electrical technician - energy engineer), health (nurse). 

• High school "KiroBurnaz" - directions: agricultural-veterinary, chemical-technological, personal services, 

food and machine profession. 

• High school "Pero Nakov" directions: economic law and trade (economic technician, trade and marketing 

technician, business secretary, legal technician, banking technician), textile leather (clothing technician, 

footwear technician, garment design technician). 

Following the new trends as well as the needs for development of the industry in the interest of the local 

economic development, the secondary schools provide an opportunity to create new directions, all in order 

to satisfy the labor market. 

Colleges: 

• EuroCollege - American Heritage University - Higher Education Institution with studies in Management, 

Marketing, Economics and Business. The program lasts 3 years of undergraduate, and 2 years of 

postgraduate studies, and after fulfilling the prescribed conditions and completing 180 ECTS or 240 ECTS, 

students obtain the title of Bachelor of Economics in Business Administration or Master in Business 

Administration. 

• State University of Tetovo - Faculty of Business and Administration in Kumanovo. Higher education 

institution with studies in inventory, English, business and public administration. The program lasts 3 years 

of undergraduate, that is 2 years of postgraduate studies, and after fulfilling the prescribed conditions and 

completing 180 ECTS or 240 ECTS, students obtain the title of Bachelor of Economics in Business 

Administration or Master in Business Administration. 

6 Public Enterprises are in charge of the services in the Municipality of Kumanovo, as follows: 

• PE “Vodovod”, responsible for drinking water / water supply and sewerage as well as management of the 

wastewater treatment plant in the village. Dobroshane; 

• PE "Ciatoa I zelenilo", responsible for waste management; 
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• PE Pazarishta(green market), responsible for managing the city markets, as well as the Livestock Market 

in the village. DolnoKonjare; 

• PE "Kumanovo-Parking", responsible for managing the parking space in the Municipality of Kumanovo 

and 

• PE "Kumanovo-Gas", responsible for implementing the gasification of the Municipality of Kumanovo. 

• PE for preparation of spatial and urban plans "Kumanovo Plan". 

The total length of the local road network is 128 km, of which 77 km are asphalted, and the rest is 

macadam and dirt road. Regarding the local road network, there is a tendency for its continuous 

improvement with the construction of new local roads that will contribute to the interconnection of all 

settlements. 

1.2. Social and economic profile 
According to statistical data from 2002, the Municipality of Kumanovo has 105,484 inhabitants of different 

ethnicity in the City of Kumanovo and 49 rural settlements. According to the national composition of the 

population in the Municipality, the largest number are Macedonians (61,945), Albanians (27,290), Serbs 

(9,035), Roma (4,256), Turks (292), Vlachs (147), Bosnians (20) and others (670). The village of Cherkasy 

according to the data from the last census from 2002 has a total of 3,741 inhabitants with a predominantly 

Albanian population, namely: Albanians (3719), Macedonians (2), Bosnians (4) and others (16). 

Based on the data from the conducted Census from 2002, in the municipality of Kumanovo live 51,961 

male inhabitants, while 51,244 inhabitants are female. 

Most of the employments are registered in the private small and medium enterprises that are getting more 

and more emphasis every day as carriers of the economy in the Kumanovo region. 

In the municipality of Kumanovo there are a total of 3,085 active business entities, most of which, or 1,139, 

are in the retail and wholesale trade, 471 are in the processing industry, while 229 are in the field of 

transport and storage. 

Unemployment is a big problem and more institutional support is needed, especially for young people and 

women. A total of 10,639 unemployed people are registered in the Municipality of Kumanovo as of 

31.01.2016, of which as many as 3,733 pеople aged 15-35 years. The total number of unemployed women 

is 4,033. 
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Trends are still observed in rural-urban migration, and the reason is the insufficient infrastructural 

development of the villages and the need to create social infrastructure in these areas. 

1.3 General description of the project 
The project within MSIP2 in the municipality of Kumanovo will be realized through procurement of vehicles 

and machines for the public enterprises PE "Vodovod", PE "Cistota I zelenilo", Kumanovo, PE "Kumanovo - 

parking" and PE "Kumanovo-gas", more precisely: 

1.Purchase of construction machine combine trench loader, PE "Vodovod" Kumanovo - Combined 

Backhoe loader, in amount of 4,920,000.00 mkd. 

2.Procurement of equipment for removal and disposal of waste, PE "Cistota i zelenilo", Kumanovo- 
Waste collection vehicle,Crane Truck, Tractor with trailer,Working machine, in amount of  
13,610,012.00 mkd. 
 
3.Procurement of equipment for winter maintenance of roads, PE "Cistota i zelenilo", Kumanovo-

three Trucks with equipment for winter maintenance - Snow and salt clearing pump in amount of 

32,398,200.00 mkd. 

4.Procurement of a specialized vehicle for removal of illegally parked vehicles on public areas on 

the territory of the Municipality of Kumanovo, PE "Kumanovo - parking" Kumanovo-Special vehicle-

spider in amount of 6,000,000.00 mkd 

5. Procurement of equipment for construction and maintenance of a distribution gas network on the 

territory of the Municipality of Kumanovo, PE "Kumanovo-Gas" -Kumanovo- Combined Backhoe 

loader, Truck, Commercial vehicle in amount of 6,826,500.00 mkd. 

The procurement of these vehicles and machines aims to improve the quality of public utilities, it will reduce 

costs at the municipal level and new and more sophisticated machines will have a positive impact on 

environmental protection. Improving the work of enterprises will contribute to a better standard of living for 

the residents of the municipality of Kumanovo, it will positively affect the improvement of the quality of 

communal services and will reduce costs at the municipal level. 

1.4 Current Situation 
6 Public Enterprises are in charge of the services in the Municipality of Kumanovo, as follows:  

• PE “Vodovod”, responsible for drinking water / water supply and sewerage as well as management 

of the wastewater treatment plant in the village Dobroshane; 

• PE "ChistotaiZelenilo", responsible for waste management; 

• PE "Pazarishta", responsible for managing the city markets, as well as the Livestock Market in the 
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village DolnoKonjare; 

• PE "Kumanovo-Parking", responsible for the management of the parking space in the Municipality 

of Kumanovo; 

• PE "Kumanovo-Gas", responsible for implementing the gasification of the Municipality of 

Kumanovo. 

• PE for preparation of spatial and urban plans "Kumanovo Plan", Kumanovo 

PE "ChistotaiZelenilo”, Kumanovo 

PE "ChistotaiZelenilo", Kumanovo was established with the feature of self-governing bodies during the 

dismantling of the Institute of Urbanism, communal housing and design, Kumanovo no. 02-667 dated 

02.12.1974. The work of the PE "ChistotaiZelenilo", Kumanovo is harmonized with the Law on Public 

Enterprises with an act of the Assembly of the Municipality of Kumanovo and is registered in the trade 

register at the Primary Court Skopje 1 in Skopje, with decision no. 206/98 of 18 February 1998. 

The public enterprise was established for the purpose of performing an activity of public interest, which is 

an irreplaceable condition for the life and work of the citizens and legal entities on the territory of the 

municipality of Kumanovo.PE "ChistotaiZelenilo", Kumanovo operates in accordance with the Law on 

Communal Activities, Law on Waste Management and National Classification of Activities with the following 

names of activities: 

The activities of the Public Enterprise according to the court registration P. Trade number 6878/05 from 

31.05.2006 from the Primary Court Skopje 1 Skopje and the Statute are: 

- 01.11 Growing lentils (except rice), legumes and oilseeds 

- 01.13 Growing vegetables, melons and watermelons, root and stem vegetables 

- 01.19 Cultivation of other annual plantations and crops. 

- 01.28 Growing of herbaceous, armature and medicinal plants for use in pharmacy 

- 01.30 Growing of planting material 

- 01.64 Seed finishing 

- 02.30 Collection of forest fruits and products, except wood 
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- 38.11 Collection of non-hazardous waste 

- 38.21 Processing and disposal of non-hazardous waste 

- 38.32 Renewal of specially selected materials 

- 46.22 Wholesale of flowers and seedlings 

- 46.77 Wholesale of flowers, seedlings, seeds, fertilizer, pets and pet food in specialty stores 

- 47.76 Retail sale of flowers, seedlings, seeds, fertilizer, pets and pet food in specialty stores 

- 55.20 Resorts and other facilities for shorter stays 

- 56.10 Restaurants and other facilities for food preparation and serving 

- 56.30 Preparation and serving of drinks 

- 81.29  Other cleaning services not mentioned elsewhere 

- 81.30 Service activities for landscaping and maintenance of the environment 

- 93.11 Work on sports facilities 

- 93.29 Other fun and recreational activities not mentioned elsewhere 

- 96.03 Funeral and similar activities 

- Other activities registered in the foreign trade 

According to the Decision of the State Statistical Institute of the Republic of Macedonia, excessive activity 

of the public enterprise is code 38.11 collection of non-hazardous waste. 

The public enterprise performs its main activity, collecting safe waste, almost on the entire territory of the 

Municipality of Kumanovo, including part of the rural areas.  

While executing its activity, the public enterprise for years has a problem with the obsolescence of the 

vehicle fleet (some of the vehicles are over 20 years old) as well as a lack of vehicles for waste disposal 

which affects the quality of service provided to the citizens. 
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In order for the public enterprise to be able to perform its service smoothly and with quality, for which it was 

established, as well as to respond to the needs of the citizens, there is a necessary need for procurement 

of appropriate equipment (utility vehicles). 

Considering that waste collection is one of the key problems of the modern way of life and to a large extent 

affects the protection of the environment, as a public enterprise we constantly focus on providing the best 

possible service to the citizens and a cleaner environment. Despite our efforts and engagement on the 

territory of the Municipality of Kumanovo, we can see a large number of illegal landfills with any kind of 

waste that give an ugly image of the city and negatively affect the environment. It is also a fact that the 

enterprise with the existing fleet and equipment can not cover all rural areas for waste collection, although it 

is keen for such a thing among the local population living there. Coverage of the population with the service 

of PE ChistotaiZelenilo is 79% of the total number of citizens of the municipality of Kumanovo. 

The amount of exported waste is 27,140 tons, while the amount of generated waste is 34,354 tons in 2019. 

The company currently has 305 employees, of which 41 are women. 

The area on which the public enterprise maintains public cleanliness as well as the area for winter 

maintenance of public roads is 75920 m2 with a constant tendency to increase according to the needs of 

the municipality. The waste is collected on the entire territory of the Municipality of Kumanovo, including the 

suburban and rural areas.  

The company has 17 waste collection vehicles with an average age of 10 years. The vehicle for lifting 

baskets is older than 30 years. 

For current maintenance and service, 3 to 4 employees are hired for loading and taking out waste per 

vehicle. 

The public enterprise has its own mechanical workshop for repair and maintenance of vehicles. For more 

complex defects and maintenance of vehicles within the warranty period, the company conducts a public 

procurement procedure. 

The company performs its main activity of collecting non-hazardous waste almost on the entire territory of 

the Municipality of Kumanovo, including part of the rural areas. 
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While executing its activity, the company for years has a problem with the obsolescence of the vehicle fleet 

(some of the vehicles are over 20 years old) as well as a lack of vehicles for waste disposal which affects 

the quality of service provided to citizens. 

In order for the enterprise to be able to perform its service smoothly and with quality, for which it was 

established, as well as to respond to the needs of the citizens, there is a necessary need for procurement 

of appropriate equipment (utility vehicles). 

With the expansion of the scope of settlements for waste disposal in accordance with the decision of the 

council of the Municipality of Kumanovo, the rural settlements located on the territory of the Municipality of 

Kumanovo are also included. The export covers around 20,000 households and about 3,000 legal entities. 

The disposal of waste in the central city area is done three times a day, in other households and legal 

entities the waste is removed twice a week. The solid waste is transported to the Krasta landfill in 

accordance with the Decision for communal tax number 16-14828 / 1 from 28.12.1982, which is located at 

a distance of 15 km from the Municipality of Kumanovo. 

PE "Chistota i Zelenilo" is responsible for winter and summer maintenance of local roads and streets and 

other public areas of the city that cover an area of about 75,920m2. 

In order to increase the revenues of the public enterprise and improve the services we offer to the citizens 

of Kumanovo, we saw that the city lacks a winter service that will clean the traffic in the city in winter 

conditions. 

Although as a enterprise in charge of maintaining the public traffic areas in the city at the moment due to 

the lack of technical equipment it is not able to clean the roads in the city, but only on the sidewalks 

manually without the use of appropriate equipment so the municipality is forced to hire other companies for 

winter road maintenance.  

This way of winter maintenance of roads in the past period, especially when there is more snow, proved to 

be inadequate and very expensive for the Municipality of Kumanovo. 

By purchasing appropriate equipment, the company would fully perform the winter maintenance of the 

roads, given that it already has its professional staff, which will certainly improve the quality of the service. 

The biggest benefit would be mostly to the citizens of Kumanovo. The company on an annual basis would 

increase its financial revenues by about 10,000,000 denars which will certainly affect the success of the 

company and will improve the liquidity and solvency of the company. 
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Public Enterprise "Vodovod" Kumanovo 

Public Enterprise "Vodovod" Kumanovo performs activities of public interest, collection, purification and 

distribution of drinking water and food water on the territory of the municipality of Kumanovo. The founder 

of the Public Enterprise "Vodovod" Kumanovo is the Council of the Municipality of Kumanovo and it was 

founded in 1956. The water supply is performed in Kumanovo and 6 suburban settlements (Cherkezi, 

Karpos, Bedinje, Proevce, DolnoKonjare and Dobroshane). The PE supplies water to the city of Kumanovo 

and the above-mentioned suburban settlements through an interconnected water supply system. 
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Figure 4: The network from the water system of the city of Kumanovo 

 

Table4.Water sources 

Name Pumping (l/s) Delivery 

Intake of the dam "Lipkovo" 200 – 300 Gravitational 

Well field "Proevce" 50 By pumping 

Bedinje water supply system 50 By pumping 

Total 300 – 400  

 

The water from "Lipkovo" and "Bedinje" is purified in the drinking water treatment plant built in the 60s of 

the last century. After several upgrades and renovations, the treatment plant has a treatment capacity of 

440 l / s, which exceeds the source capacity. 
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To cover the inbalance in the use of water during the day in the water supply system, four tanks are used. 

Table5. Water tank 

Name Capacity (m3) Zone 

BajramShabani 3.400 Low 

Wastewater treatment plant 2.700 Middle  

Tank tower 1.200 High 

Rajkovakukja 1.200 High 

Total 8.500  

The distribution network has a total length of about 250-300 km. Most of the network (about 40%) is made 

of asbestos cement pipes, while the other pipes are approximately the same percentage (iron pipes ~ 

20%, polyethylene pipes ~ 20%, PVC pipes~ 20%). 

As we can see from the representation of the materials, most of the network is older than 30-40 years. 

Due to the age and depreciation of this part of the water supply system, as well as due to high pressures 

in part of the network (above 7 bar) in addition to zoning, there are a number of defects and technical 

losses of water. Therefore, at the request of the investor, the Municipality of Kumanovo, in cooperation 

with PE VodovodKumanovo, the most critical places in the city were selected, which require the most 

urgent reconstruction and rehabilitation of the water supply network. 

In its scope of work, PE "Vodovod" Kumanovo performs the following activities: 

• Water collection, treatment and supply 

• Wastewater disposal 

• Municipal wastewater treatment plant 

• Construction of utility facilities for liquids 

• Installation of water supply, sewerage and gas installations, building installations and air 

conditioning installations 

• Engineering and related technical consulting 

Public Enterprise "Vodovod" Kumanovo, serves the entire territory of the municipality of Kumanovowith 

water. For professional service to the citizens of the municipality of Kumanovo, Public Enterprise "Vodovod" 
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Kumanovo has 241 employees, of which 185men and 36 women. For the current maintenance of its 

mechanization, the company has 119 employees and they service them independently. 

Mechanization at the disposal of the enterprise is as follows: 

1. Excavator -Hidromek-Alpha HMK 102S 

2. Vibrating road roller ARX40 

3. B-MINI TRUCK C32  

4. B-MINI TRUCK C32 

5. FAP truck - 1417 BSK / 4x4, engine OM366A-215280 nos. 15100 seats 1 + 1, 

6. FAP SPECIAL COMMUNAL VEHICLE 1921, ORDER 5/6156 M.17 

7. ZASTAVA IVEKO RIVAL 40.10 N KIPER KU 281 CF B.M.2589449 B.S.ZCFC 

8. LOAD / LIGHT / VEHICLE RENAULT KU 851-BR MOTOR NUMBER 09432122 

9. FREIGHT VEHICLE FAP  19,21 БК/36, 4 Џ 2 СА KU 927 CB 

10. FREIGHT VEHICLE PATAR BRAND IVEKO KU 040 CF MEAP PROJECT 

11. FREIGHT VEHICLE PATAR BRAND IVEKO KU 030 CF 

12. Car trailer АТ-2000 

13. IVEKO-ML 120Е21К 

14. Excavator G-1ooo with spoon KS-12 Caterpillar 

15. Backhoe loader SKIP TYPEBH 8о tractorIMT 57оо7о  

16. DRINKING WATER TANK F. 1600х6000ММ;2000х4000ММ 

17. DRINKING WATER TANK F. 1600х6000ММ;2000х4000ММ 

18. Backhoe loadermodel 438 d 

19. MINI HYDRAULIC EXCAVATOR model 301.5 

20. MINI HYDRAULIC EXCAVATOR model 301.5 

21. MINI LOADER model 226 

2. FUTURE SITUATION 
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Figure 5.  Centre of Kumanovo 

 

The terrain configuration in the municipality is like a valley, the riverbed and streets are narrow and require 

the use of smaller, universal machines. The city is intersected by two boulevards with a length of 5 km and 

3 km. The size of the selected mechanization (Equipment for removal and disposal of waste PE 

"ChistotaiZelenilo" -Kumanovo;Autogarbage truck, Autolifter, Tractor with a trailer and working machine, 

equipment for winter maintenance of roads PE "ChistotaiZelenilo" - Kumanovo,three trucks with winter 

maintenance equipment-snow plowandroad salt truck,combined backhoe loader, PE "Vodovod" - 

Kumanovo;combined backhoe loader,specialized vehicle for removal of illegally parked vehicles on public 

areas on the territory of the Municipality of Kumanovo, PE "Kumanovo - Parking" Kumanovo; specialized 

vehicle – for removal of illegally parked vehicles, equipment for construction and maintenance of 

distribution gas network on the territory of the Municipality of Kumanovo, PE "Kumanovo-gas" Kumanovo; 

Backhoe loader, Truck and Commercial Vehicle)is able to be used in any location. 

Procurement of vehicles and new machines for Public Enterprises will increase the efficiency of their work 

without hiring additional manpower. In addition, it is expected to increase the number of services offered by 

public enterprises, which will increase revenue. At the same time, they will not spend additional funds for 

renting the necessary machinery for performing the current works of the enterprises. In terms of water 

supply systems, the public communal enterprise will be more efficient in managing system failures. This will 
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reduce the waste of spilled portable water which can be especially fatal during periods of drought. An 

additional benefit regarding the water supply system is that the public enterprise "Vodovod", Kumanovo, will 

be equipped to intervene in larger investments in the system with much lower costs, that is conducting 

excavations to replace pipes with their own mechanization. PE “ChistotaiZelenilo” will be able to more 

efficiently and effectively deal with waste disposal and cleaning of illegal landfills. The problem with the 

snow will be over and the municipality will not need to spend money on procurement of machines for winter 

maintenance of the streets. PE“Kumanovo-parking” will improve its work in the part of removing illegal 

parking of vehicles and introducing traffic culture in the city and will reduce the costs for renting specialized 

vehicles for removal of illegally parked vehicles. PE "Kumanovo Gas", for the first time will receive its own 

mechanization and will be given the opportunity for rapid expansion of the gas pipeline network and it will 

soon be ready for connections of individuals and legal entities. This is of particular importance for 

Kumanovo, because as a municipality it was the first to start building a gas pipeline network, and the gas is 

a more environmentally friendly reagent already available to households, schools and companies located in 

the town area. 

2.1. Equipment for waste disposal and disposal PE " ChistotaiZelenilo " -Kumanovo; Waste 
collection vehicle, Crane Truck, Tractor with trailer,Working machine 
According to our observations, in order to successfully deal with the stated situation, it is necessary for the 

Enterprise to equip itself with the following vehicles: 

1, Waste collection vehicle, volume of  5 m3 

2, Crane Truck 3,5,7 m3 

3, Tractor with a trailer 

4, Combined work machine Backhoe loader 

Waste collection vehicle of the Public Enterprise "Chistota i Zelenilo" is needed to be able to provide 

uninterrupted service in rural areas and narrow streets in the city where the larger vehicles available to the 

Enterprise are inadequate and can not collect waste.  

Crane Truck needed for emptying buckets of 3,5,7 m3 because the existing one available to the Enterprise 

is about 30 years old and is more defective than it is in operation of the company. That is why we have 

constant reactions from places where we have set up containers like this especially with companies that do 

manufacturing. 
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Tractor with a trailer is required for removal of oversized and bulky waste from illegal landfields, 

removing branches, where a larger vehicle is not required. 

The combined working machine is required for loads and clearing loads of waste from illegal landfills and 

what is now done manually or the company is forced to use a working machine on lease which is almost 

unprofitable financially. 

2.2 Equipment for winter maintenance of roads PE “Cistota I zelenilo “– Kumanovo; Three trucks 
with winter maintenance equipment-Plow for clearing snow and solarium for throwing salt and 
gravel 
In order to increase revenues PE Cistota, I zelenilo and improve the services we offer to the inhabitatns of 

Kumanovo we saw that the city lacks a winter service that will clean the traffic in the city in winter 

conditions, specifically three trucks with equipment for winter maintenance-Plow for clearing snow and salt 

thrower for throwing salt and gravel. 

Although PE „ Cistota I zelenilo “is in charge of maintaining the public traffic areas in the city at the moment 

due to technical equipment is not able to clean the roads in the city but only on the pavements manually 

without the use of appropriate equipment, so municipality is forced to hire other companies for winter road 

maintenance. This way of winter maintenance of roads in the past period, especially when there is more 

snow, proved to be inadequate and very expensive for the municipality.  

By purchasing a plow for clearing snow and salt thrower for throwing salt and gravel the company would 

fully perform the winter maintenance of the roads, given that it already has a professional staff and will 

certainly improve the quality of service. The resulting benefit would be most to the inhabitants of 

Kumanovo. 

The company on an annual base would increase its financial revenues for about 10,000,000 denars, which 

will certainly affect the success of the company and will improve the liquidity and solvency of the company. 

The procurement of the mentioned equipment will also affect the financial resources realized by the 

company. Our expectations are that in 3-5 years the company will be able to return the investment for the 

purchased equipment. 

2.3 Combined backhoe loader JP „Vodovod – Kumanovo; - combined backhoe loader 
Purpose of the procurement Combined backhoe loader is more efficient and effective to reconstruct the 

water supply network, faster elimination of defects and to prevent potential floods. This machine will be 
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used for critical points of the rivers, for the removal of deposits in the riverbed, will be removed and 

transported from the landfill. 

2.4 Specialized vehicle for removal of illegally parked cars in public area on territory of Municipality 
Kumanovo, JP „Kumanovo-Parking“Kumanovo; specialized vehicle – spider 
Taking in consideration the surface and size of the Municipality of Kumanovo and the capacity of traffic that 

is in the center of the city area, the Municipality of Kumanovo needs more than one special vehicle spider. 

Because the special spider vehicle given to the use of JP „Kumanovo-Parking“Kumanovo is old and its 

efficiency is greatly reduced, JP „Kumanovo-Parking“ Kumanovo needs to purchase a new special vehicle-

spider. 

With procurement of the new vehicle will ensure the continuous functioning of the spider service, which in 

the current circumstances due to the depreciation of the current vehicle and frequent defects has infrequent 

interruptions in the work. It will also provide more economical operation and operating savings. In the 

current circumstances, large sums of money are spent on servicing and maintenance of the old vehicle. 

New vehicle should secure continous and safely removing illegally parked cars which will provide greater 

safety for all traffic participants in Municipality of Kumanovo. 

The public enterprise for parking spaces and public lighting Kumanovo-Parking for current maintenance 

and servicing Spider Service-Department currently has 8 employees. 

2.5 Equipment for construction and maintenance of a distribution gas network on the territory of 
the Municipality of Kumanovo, PE "Kumanovo-Gas" -Kumanovo- Combined Backhoe loader, Truck, 
Commercial vehicle. 
For JP „Kumanovo-gas“to do the operations listed above it’s necessary to procure proper vehicles and 

equipments. 

According to observations of JP „Kumanovo-gas“Kumanovo for successful managing  with listed condition 

the company needs to fully equip with next vehicles: 

           1. Combined Backhoe loader 

           2.Truck 

           3.Commercial vehicle 
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The combined work machine, Excavator is required while excavating during construction and rehabilitation 

for maintenance of distributive gas pipeline network and connected sections to the consumers of natural 

gas as well as restoring the pipeline route to public and private areas. 

Truck is required for transport of tubes, and other equipment needed for constructing gas pipeline network 

as well as taking off construction waste disposal during construction and rehabilitation altogether 

maintaining of distributive gas pipeline network and connected sections for consumers of natural gas as 

well as restoring the pipeline to its original state on public and private areas. 

Commercial vehicle is required for transport of operating equipment and people for setting up and welding 

pipes and pipes during the construction and rehabilitation and maintaining the distributive gas pipeline 

network and conntected sections to the consumers of natural gas. 
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3. PROJECT GOALS 

3.1 Project beneficiaries 
Suggested project is in consent with the positive laws and regulations in the country, if you want in consent 

with Article 22 of the „Law on local self-governments” responsible for collecting and transporting municipal 

waste, a strategic priority of the Government for investing in the environment ( 

official gazette No. 58/2010). Implementation of the activities in the project will come up with improvement 

of: quality of life, access to social and health care in the municipality, access to education, living and 

working conditions, street and road infrastructure, safety of all traffic participants, flood prevention, social 

and economic development within the municipality, etc. 

 The project will contribute to the realization of the vision of the municipal administration to provide 

adequate maintenance and investment in the water supply system, gas, safe transport and infrastructure 

for communal hygiene within the municipality and traffic safety. 

It is of essential meaning for the Municipality of Kumanovo to improve living conditions and business 

activities for all city inhabitants of the municipality and enterprises within the municipality. Thus, the 

improvement of the services provided by the public companies will contribute to the prevention of flooding, 

efficient maintenance and investment in the water supply system and gas pipeline network, maintenance of 

roads and hygiene throughout the year and upgrading of culture in proper vehicle parking, which will 

indirectly contribute for creating a better life for life in the municipality, better local economy and appropriate 

conditions for social development which are considered to be the highest priority of the municipality. 

Overall, the project will benefit all inhabitants in the municipality. Specifically, project beneficiaries are: 

1. 105,484 inhabitants of the municipality of Kumanovo, of which 53,903 women and 54,914 men, 

2. Employees of JP company (566 employees in public companies, 479 men and 87 women) 

3. 10,275 pupils from primary and 5,096 pupils from secondary education in the municipality 

4. 3,085 active business entities, most of which, or 1,139, are in the activity of wholesale trade and 

retail trade, 471 are in the activity of processing industry, while 229 are in the field of transport and 

storage. 

5. Employees in public sector 

6. Pensioners 

7. People with special needs 

3.2 Financial data 
After the public call for submission of requests for use of funds from the Second project for improvement of 

municipal services announced by the Ministry of Finance on 14.09.2018, the Municipality of Kumanovo 

applies with sub-projects of public companies in the Municipality of Kumanovo: 

1.Purchase of construction machine combine trench loader, PE "Vodovod" Kumanovo - Combined 

Backhoe loader 

2.Procurement of equipment for removal and disposal of waste, PE "Cistota i zelenilo", Kumanovo- 
Waste collection vehicle, Crane Truck, Tractor with trailer,Working machine 
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3.Procurement of equipment for winter maintenance of roads, PE "Cistota i zelenilo", Kumanovo-

three Trucks with equipment for winter maintenance - Snow and salt clearing pump  

4.Procurement of a specialized vehicle for removal of illegally parked vehicles on public areas on 

the territory of the Municipality of Kumanovo, PE "Kumanovo - parking" Kumanovo 

5. Procurement of equipment for construction and maintenance of a distribution gas network on the 

territory of the Municipality of Kumanovo, PE "Kumanovo-Gas" -Kumanovo- Combined Backhoe 

loader, Truck, Commercial vehicle 

Table 6: Overview of investment costs 

Purchase of construction machine combine trench loader, PE "Vodovod" 
Kumanovo - Combined Backhoe loader 

4,920,000.00 denars 

Procurement of equipment for removal and disposal of waste, PE "Cistota i 
zelenilo", Kumanovo- Waste collection vehicle,Crane Truck, Tractor with 
trailer,Working machine 

13,610,012.00 denars 

Procurement of equipment for winter maintenance of roads, PE "Cistota i 
zelenilo", Kumanovo-three Trucks with equipment for winter maintenance - 
Snow and salt clearing pump 

32,398,200.00 mkd. 
 

Procurement of a specialized vehicle for removal of illegally parked vehicles on 
public areas on the territory of the Municipality of Kumanovo, PE "Kumanovo - 
parking" Kumanovo-Special vehicle-spider 

6,000,000.00 mkd 
 

Procurement of equipment for construction and maintenance of a distribution 
gas network on the territory of the Municipality of Kumanovo, PE "Kumanovo-
Gas" -Kumanovo- Combined Backhoe loader, Truck, Commercial vehicle 

6,826,500.00 MKD 

Total 63,754,712.00 MKD 

Exchange rate 1 euro = 61,5 MKD 

On September 30, 2020, the Municipal Council held a regular session. The members of the Council 

reviewed the proposed project and the majority of councilors agreed that it is in line with the priorities of the 

municipality and the main strategic goals for development and adopted the following document: 

PROPOSAL-DECISION of borrowing for realization of the project by borrowing in the Second MSIP - 

Project for improvement of the municipal services financed with a loan from the International Bank for 

Reconstruction and Development - World Bank, was voted on 30.09.2020 

3.3 Knowledge and experience of the municipality ofKumanovo 
The knowledge and experience required for successful project implementation are related to project 

management, technical knowledge and execution of procurement procedures. The municipality has 

implemented a number of projects to improve municipal services in cooperation with national and 

international institutions and municipalities. It has experience in managing various EU funded projects and 

programs. The municipality is currently implementing development projects funded by various national and 
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international institutions. It can be concluded that the municipality has the necessary knowledge and 

experience needed to implement a project for procurement of special vehicles and machines for public 

enterprises. The Sector for International Cooperation and European Integration, Strategic Planning, Policy 

Making, Monitoring and Local Economic Development (LED) is responsible for project management and 

coordination, which includes 6 employees with experience in project management. The Sector continuously 

works in cooperation with the Sector for Urbanism, Sector for Communal Affairs, Infrastructure and Traffic 

and Protection of the Environment and Nature, Sector for Financial Affairs and Sector for Property Legal 

and General Affairs, during the implementation of projects. 

Table 7 Implemented projects 
Name of the Project Program / Donor Total amount of the project / 

Total amount of the 
requested grant / own 
participation 

Date of implementation 

Construction of a center for early 
childhood development in the primary 
school "Jeronim De Rada" village 
Cherkeze 

UNICEF 1.500.000 MKD 
 /1.200.000 MKD 
/300.000 MKD 

20.11.2017-2019 

Adaptation of the primary school 
"Jeronim De Rada"villageCherkeze 

Ministry of Finance, EU 
IPA Rural Infrastructure 
Grant 

44.038,00 EUR 15.11.2017-2019 

Preparation of a brochure for the project 
"Shoe shopping tour". 

Municipality of Kumanovo 30.000,00 MKD 01.08.2017 – 2018 

Selection of the best photo with motifs 
from Kumanovo. 

Municipality of Kumanovo 30.000,00 MKD 15.05.2017 – 18.07.2017 

Selection of a souvenir of the municipality 
of Kumanovo. 

Municipality of Kumanovo 30.000,00 MKD 05.05.2017 – 06.06.2017 

Promotion of visitkumanovo.com Ministry of Economy 40.000,00 MKD 01.11.2016- 

Rehabilitation of a road segment in the 
village Tabanovce to the settlement of 
Slanishte along the railway 

USAID / MCGO 3000,00 EUR 01.06.2016-30.06.2016 

Project for adaptation of the elementary 
school “BrakaRibar”, village Tabanovce 

USAID / MCGO 44.000,00 EUR grant 01.02.2016-01.09.2016 

Shares in the communities – Local 
community Umin Dol: 
Project for arranging a park with a 
children's playground in the village of 
Umin Dol 
and Project for Construction of a new 
sanitary facility in the school 

British Embassy in the 
Republic of Macedonia 
through MCMS 

2.650.000,00 MKD / 
2.050.000,00 MKD  
/600.000,00  
  

09.10.2015-01.09.2016 

Shares in the communities Local 
community GornoKonjare: 
Laying bekaton tiles on the streets 
throughout the village of GornoKonjare 
Asphalting of the street from the 

British Embassy in the 
Republic of Macedonia 
through MCMS 

4.775.000,00 MKD / 
2.050.000,00 MKD / 
2.725.000,00 MKD 

09.10.2015-01.09.2016 
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Veterinary Station to the location Bara in 
the village of GornoKonjare 

Strengthening the capacities of PE 
“Cistoaizelenilo” -Kumanovo through 
procurement of a new garbage truck 
and containers for better efficiency and 
a cleaner and safer environment 

Grant of the Embassy of 
Japan in Austria 

65.714,00 EUR /0  20.10.2015-30.10.2016 

Creating a site “visitkumanovo.com” Municipality of Kumanovo 6.000 MKD 01.07.2015 - 30.03.2016 

Equipping the cabinet for vocational 
education for the educational profile - 
clothing design technician 

German Embassy in the 
Republic of Macedonia 

3.833,00 EUR/ 3.677,00 
EUR/156,00 EUR 

11.06.2015-01.09.2016 

Reconstruction and extension of a bridge 
on the river Kojnarka in the village 
DolnoKojnare 

Ministry of Finance, EU 
IPA Rural Infrastructure 
Grant 

97.946,00 EUR / IPA 
grant75.962,00 / 21.984,00 

02.04.2015-30.11.2017 

Social Sustainability and Active Civic 
Participation (SSACP) 

World Bank - Austria 
Urban Partnership and 
Capacity Building 
Program for Local 
Authorities in Southeast 
Europe 

- 18.01.2015- 

Installation of urban equipment in the 
Bislim Gorge 

Bureau for Rural 
Development of the 
Republic of Macedonia 

14.602,00 EUR grant 2014 

Strengthening municipal councils Swiss Embassy, 
UNDP 

Community Forums - 
Adaptation of the 
BrakaMiladinovci Primary 
School -50.000 CHF 
Innovative project -12.000 
CHF 
Academy for Advisors 2019-2020 

Reconstruction of Hotel Solun, Cross-
Border / Bulgaria – Macedonia 

SBS-EU Cross-border 
Republic of Bulgaria 500 000 EUR 2019-2021 

Sustainable market of fresh agricultural 
products in the cross-border area 
between the Municipality of Gjilan and 
the Municipality of Kumanovo 

SDS-EU cross-border 
Kosovo - Macedonia 

364,000 EUR 

2017-2020 

Source: Department for International Cooperation in the Municipality of Kumanovo 

3.4.Conclusions 
The project is in accordance with the strategic priorities of Local Economic Development (LED) Program for 

2019-2024, Annual Program of PE Vodovod Kumanovo 2020, Annual Program of PE Cistota i zelenilo 

2020, Annual Program of PE Kumanovo Parking 2020, Annual Program of PE Kumanovo Gas 2020, for the 

work of the Municipality of Kumanovo for 2020 and will contribute to the realization of the vision of the 

municipal administration to provide appropriate and timely services to its citizens related to maintaining 

local infrastructure and improving the environment through waste collection, maintenance of water supply 
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systems, properly parking and proper cleaning of public places. The relevance of the project results stems 

from the fact that the public enterprises of the Municipality of Kumanovo carry out activities by hiring 

manual labor, old mechanization and hiring machines from external service providers. Carrying out such 

works is often inefficient and expensive, so the purchase of new machines is necessary. The proposed 

solutions for procurement of vehicles and machines within the project are in accordance with existing 

standards and regulations. The proposed project is a top priority of the municipality, the mayor, the city 

council and its citizens. The municipality has the necessary knowledge and experience for successful 

implementation of procurement procedures. The Municipality of Kumanovo in the past successfully 

implemented various projects, in cooperation with international institutions and cross-border cooperation, 

which means that the municipality is able to manage the procedure for procurement of vehicles and to 

properly use the vehicles and machines. 
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4. SOCIAL ASSESSMENT 

4.1. Social study  
The study is based on the methodological concept of the World Bank summarized as five entry points, one 

result.The concept requires research into five components: social diversity and gender, institutions, rules 

and behavior, stakeholders, participation and social risk. 

The data collection included a review of relevant documents, such as: project documents, World Bank 

Guidelines for project social impact assessment, municipal statistics, municipal documents confirming 

citizen participation mechanisms, and expert interviews with municipal representatives. The evaluation 

envisages field research to obtain available information on the interests and views of stakeholders.  

During the research process, in order to assess the social, environmental and economic impact of the 

proposed project, expert interviews were conducted with four representatives of the municipality and one 

representative of the Public Enterprises of the Municipality of Kumanovo for whose work the vehicles are 

intended, PE "Vodovod” Kumanovo, PE“Cistota I zelenilo ", Kumanovo, PE "Kumanovo parking" and PE 

"Kumanovo Gas". The interviews were conducted with one representative from: Financial Sector, Sector for 

Local Economic Development, Environmental Inspector and Director of PE "Vodovod" Kumanovo, PE " 

Cistota I zelenilo ", Kumanovo, PE "Kumanovo Parking" and PE "Kumanovo Gas". Two of the interviewees 

were women. They presented their expert opinion on the role and influence of the various stakeholders in 

the decision-making process relevant to the project and provided the necessary data for conducting the 

working research. The project was generated in a process of consultation with local citizens through the 

adopted practice of communication of the mayor, municipal officials, municipal council and other municipal 

stakeholders. The meetings were organized in the process of drafting the Environmental Protection 

Program 2020, with a focus on mitigating local problems and citizens' needs related to climate change. 

Based on these meetings, a list of priority areas, strategic goals and activities and preparation of an 

Environmental Protection Strategy 2020-2030 was defined. On September 24, 2020, the municipal 

authorities conducted a public presentation of the project, which was attended by 76 citizens, including 39 

men and 37 women, and presented the need to improve the services offered by utilities and procurement of 

vehicles and special purpose machinery. The presentation was held in the presence of representatives of 

local communities and public institutions. At the meeting, the municipal authorities reviewed the need to 

implement the project and presented the technical, budgetary and legal issues related to this project.   

4.2 Social diversity and gender  
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Table 8. Municipality of Kumanovo according to the 2002 census 

Total 
population 

Women  Men  Literate Illiterate  Households  Apartments  Average number of household 
members  

  
105484  

  
52341  

  
53143  

  
86677  

  
4177  

  
27984  

  
33468  

  
3.76  
  

Source: State Audit Office 

According to the national composition of the population in the Municipality, the largest number are 

Macedonians (61,945), Albanians (27,290), Serbs (9,035), Roma (4,256), Turks (292), Vlachs (147), 

Bosniaks (20) and others (670 ). The village of Cherkeze, according to the data from the last census from 

2002, has a total of 3,741 inhabitants with a predominantly Albanian population: Albanians (3719), 

Macedonians (2), Bosniaks (4) and others (16).   

The Municipality of Kumanovo is the only municipality in which four official languages are officially spoken, 

namely Macedonian, Albanian, Serbian and Romani.  

Residents of different social groups (minorities, gender, language, social and economic status) living in the 

settlements are subject to this assessment. Respondents stated that public enterprises have insufficient 

vehicles and machinery that reduces the efficiency and effectiveness of their work.  

4.3 Institutions, rules and behavior 

Total number of vacancies provided by the act for systematization is 199 (administrative staff and support 

staff)). 

Table 9. Number of employed administrative staff 
      Women     Men Total 

Number of employed administrative staff   70         88 158 

Number of employees - technical staff   10         31 41 

Source: Department of Human Resources in the Municipality of Kumanovo. 

The municipal council can request information from the mayor regarding the progress of the project at any 

time. 

Maintaining the water supply network, gas network, maintaining order and discipline when participating in 

vehicle traffic, maintaining the riverbed of the river Kumanovka, irrigation canals, solid waste, roads and 

streets, as well as public hygiene of greenery and cemeteries is done by the Municipal enterprises: 
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"Vodovod" Kumanovo, "Kumanovo gas", "Cistota i zelenilo" and "Kumanovo parking". Based on the 

founding acts adopted by the Municipal Council and registration in the Basic Court in Skopje, the public 

utility companies are responsible for managing the vehicles and machinery.  

Local communities are not directly involved in the maintenance, but will contribute to maintaining the streets 

in good condition by not dumping rubbish in public places, especially near rivers, ensuring proper use of 

rubbish bins and containers. In addition, local communities will contribute to the maintenance of the streets 

by submitting information to the municipality on where vehicles are urgently needed for maintenance and 

mechanization, as well as by collecting comments from citizens and so. 

It is very important to say that the Municipality intends to improve the public service to the citizens. These 

investments should overcome the existing communal problems, improve the quality of life of the permanent 

residents, increase the availability of public services and institutions and business premises located in the 

municipality. With the implementation of this strategically important project, the municipality expressed 

readiness to resolve issues of importance to citizens and to fully implement its mission to be a loyal service 

to citizens. 

The mayor and the municipal administration strive to achieve flood prevention, good communal hygiene, 

adequate water and gas supply network and good maintenance of street and road infrastructure. This 

approach will potentially prevent flooding, as well as prevent health problems associated with improper: 

maintenance of public places, quality of portable water and communal hygiene. Additionally, the access of 

the citizens to the hospital and fire services during the snowfall on the streets will be improved, the access 

of the local citizens to the institutions for health and social protection will be improved, as well as to all other 

public services in the community. 

4.4. Stakeholders 
There are several important stakeholders identified in the project. Respondents fully agree that the most 

influential actors, participants in the decision-making process, at the municipal level, are the mayor and the 

municipal council.Residents, as an organized group of stakeholders, articulate their opinions directly to the 

council and the mayor, through consultative meetings and debates with local government representatives, 

through local communities present in the municipality and they can influence the decision-making process, 

such as their opinions are always taken into account by the mayor and the council. 
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The first draft decision on the intention to borrow and implement the project was supported by the majority 

of councilors in the municipal council. The council consists of 33 councilors, who are of different ethnic and 

political backgrounds, namely Macedonians 16, Serbs 8, Albanians 7, Roma 2. 

Coalition SDSM (16 councilors), 

Coalition VMRO-DPMNE (11 councilors) 

Democratic Union for Integration - DUI (3 councilors) 

BESA Movement (2 councilors), 

Alliance of Albanians (1 councilor) 

Decision on long-term borrowing of the Municipality of Kumanovo within the Second project for 

improvement of municipal services MSIP 2- Project for improvement of the municipal services financed with 

a loan from the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development - World Bank, was adopted on 

30.09.2020, with 19 votes FOR and 5 votes AGAINST. 

The project will benefit the whole community. The locals who were involved in the day-to-day consultation 

process through their participation in the process, participated in the selection of priority areas and gave 

their support to the strategic goals and activities from which the project was generated.Due to its 

applicability to a number of municipal interest groups, there was a full consensus on the selection of this 

project.Respondents stated that there are no risks or problems that could jeopardize the realization of the 

projects, nor the exclusion of any social group from the benefits of the project. The projects will be 

beneficial and good for everyone. 

4.5 Citizen engagement 
The municipality has a well-established practice of activities for involving citizens in monitoring the project 

implementation process. This includes posting feedback, annual public consultations during the preparation 

of the Budget of the Municipality of Kumanovo and creating strategic documents. 

The mayor has an open day, every Thursday from 8.00 to 15.30, for a meeting with the citizens. Also, the 

mayor and his team regularly hold meetings with local communities and other stakeholders in the 

neighbourhoods, through their local urban and rural communities, NGOs, schools, the private sector, 

farmers and so.  

Citizens can submit complaints to the municipality of Kumanovo through the archives of the municipality of 

Kumanovo, electronically, through the official e-mail address info@kumanovo.gov.mk. Complaints are 

submitted to the competent sectors and departments and are acted in accordance with the legal 

possibilities of the same. 
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The local self-government organizes public promotion of projects that will be implemented in settlements 

and / or institutions, as well as public hearings on the prepared budget.At least, but not the last, the local 

self-government publishes an Annual Report on the work of the mayor. This participatory practice provides 

an opportunity for residents to influence municipal authorities in the investment decision-making process. 

The municipality will take all possible actions to protect the investment. The project is expected to affect the 

overall well-being of the municipality, residents are expected to give full support during the implementation 

of the project. 

The Municipality of Kumanovo in 2020 for the first time organizes 4 forum sessions, i.e. Community forums 

that are incorporated in the Statute of the Municipality of Kumanovo, as a means by which the citizens 

decided on priority infrastructure projects. Practicing Community Forums is becoming a reality for citizens' 

decision-making priorities. 

4.6. Social risks 
High social risk for the implementation of the project can not be perceived. In the Municipality of Kumanovo, 

the current council consists of 33 councilors, Coalition SDSM (16 Councilors), Coalition VMRO-DPMNE (11 

Councilors), Democratic Union for Integration - DUI (3 Councilors) BESA Movement (2 Councilors), 

Alliance of Albanians (1 Councilor), the Mayor has the support of 19 council members, coalition. Despite 

the political division, councillorscannot jeopardize the realization of the project because the project is aimed 

at the whole community and was supported by all councillors. The project is planned to be completed by 

March 2021, that is before the scheduled local elections in 2021, which may bring changes in the political 

leadership in the municipality. 

The municipality has identified a wide range of priorities in several areas under the jurisdiction of local 

government, such as construction or rehabilitation of communal infrastructure facilities, environmental 

protection, child protection etc.The municipal budget for 2020 is designed to provide resources for the 

realization of capital investments, that is in the reconstruction of streets, investments in water supply 

networks, kindergarten, green energy and other projects, in response to the request of the citizens at public 

meetings. Key capital projects to which the Municipality pays great attention are: preparation of General 

Urban Plan and urban plans for several settlements, reconstruction of the road to StudenaVoda and ground 

floor arrangement of StudenaVoda, preparation and adoption of POUM-plan for sustainable urban mobility, 

Reconstruction of the roof substructure of the Sports Hall Kumanovo, Reconstruction of sports fields in 

Sokolana, preparation of a project of Sokolana, ground floor arrangement of the Kosturnica Monument, 

reconstruction of the water supply network at “11 Noemvri” St, “Nikola Tesla” St., “11 October” to Ambar 
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Maalo, reconstruction of the road from the settlement Sredorek to the village Proevce, reconstruction of the 

primary school "BrakaMiladinovci" (spilled classes HristijanKarposh), reconstruction of the primary school 

"HristijanKarposh", construction of a new sports hall at the high school "NaceBugjoni" and other similar 

activities. 

Thus, the citizens are fully informed about the planned procurements that are subject to this assessment. 

Therefore, there is no risk for the citizens to hinder the implementation of the project activities. 

This project does not include issues related to property ownership or resettlement of persons that need to 

be addressed before preparing project documentation. Given that the vehicles and machinery, subject to 

this assessment, will be the property of the Public Enterprises responsible in the municipality, there is no 

risk of their misuse. 

4.7 Other areas of thinking 
The procurement of vehicles and machinery subject to this assessment is expected to improve the overall 

well-being and quality of life in the municipality. The implementation of the project, on a long-term basis, is 

expected to create savings in the municipal budget for maintenance of hygiene in the city, maintenance of 

roads in the winter season, investments and maintenance of water and gas network and maintenance of 

riverbeds. Project implementation is expected toimprove the local public finances in such a way that after 

the purchase of vehicles and machinery, the municipality will have savings for renting vehicles from 

external service providers, for repairs and maintenance, as well as savings in fuel consumption and 

financial resources for renting machines for current operation of the enterprises that will enable redirection 

to the other priorities of the municipality. 

4.8 Resettlement Issues 
The current project under consideration in the municipality of Kumanovo does not cause any problems with 

relocation/resettlement because it refers to the production of vehicles and machinery for special purposes. 

The procurement will improve the transport of products to and from the community, will reduce the 

occurrence of pests in unexplored grass, will prevent the dangers associated with unexplored vegetation on 

the roads, which reduces the visibility of driving and makes access to fire and hospital vehicles difficult. 

improve the culture of the citizens for proper parking of vehicles, the gas pipeline network will be expanded, 

and the gas as an ecological reagent will be more accessible to the citizens. Procurement will improve 

citizens' access to social and health services during the winter season. Finally, the procurement of vehicles 

and machinery will reduce the risk of injury, especially to utility workers associated with manually digging 
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manholes and trenches. Therefore, the projects will contribute to a better life and well-being in the 

municipality. 

4.9 Conclusion on potential success and project recommendations 
The main drivers of the change that will bring prosperity are the municipal authorities (mayors, councilors 

and heads of public enterprises) and the residents who initiated and made the decision to seek funding 

from MSIP2 funded by the World Bank. 

Procurement of vehicles and mechanization aims to improve the quality of life and well-being of local 

citizens. The problem with the lack of driving space and machinery in public enterprises has existed for 

many years and has been publicly declared and discussed on several occasions. The main users of the 

procurement are PE Plumping, Kumanovo, PE Cistota I zelenilo, PE Kumanovo Parking and PE Kumanovo 

Gas, residents and businesses that transport goods in and out of the municipality. 

Improving the quality of water supply will be beneficial for people at social risk as they will benefit from 

regular water supply without buying portable water. Gas as a reagent will be available to all private and 

legal entities. Improving the quality of transport water, replacement of old pipelines with new ones, as well 

as rapid interventions in the water and gas network. Vulnerable groups (people with special needs), primary 

and secondary school students will benefit from improved local hygiene and improved street conditions 

during snowfall, as well as proper maintenance of greenery in schoolyards, as well as clean streets without 

illegally parked vehicles. In addition, procurement will benefit private companies and businesses. 

Procurement of winter street maintenance machines will provide easy access to local businesses that will 

enable sustainable earnings of trade services, clean and safe streets will benefit all companies, as they will 

provide uninterrupted transport of workers during snowfall. Businesses will benefit from procurement 

related to the maintenance and upgrade of the water and gas network. The service provided will be faster 

and more efficient, the water limitation periods will be shorter and will cause a reduction in the interruption 

of the production processes dependent on the regular water and gas supply. Procurement of flood 

prevention machinery will be beneficial to the whole community, but especially useful to owners of arable 

land and owners of individual houses and private businesses located in the lowland parts of the 

municipality. Finally, procurement will benefit local government by reducing street maintenance costs. 

High levels of social risks for the implementation of this project cannot be perceived. There are no problems 

related to the ethnic distribution of the population or the mutual rivalry, as the municipality makes efforts to 

ensure equal development of the community: The action will provide benefits for all ethnic and gender 
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groups present in the municipality, especially residents and business owners located in settlements serve 

vehicles and machinery. The project does not address land ownership issues, such as expropriations and 

resettlement concerns, that need to be addressed. 

Expected results of the project are: 

- Providing better traffic connections during snowfall, 

- Improved mobility during snowfall in the municipality of Kumanovo, 

- Improved traffic safety in the municipality of Kumanovo, 

- Improved safety conditions for pedestrians and vehicles during snowfall, 

- Improved trade activities and opportunities for balanced development, 

- Improved overall communal hygiene, 

- Regular waste collection, 

- Improved quality of solid waste transport, 

- Strengthening the capacities and increased number of services of the Public Enterprises, 

- Improved maintenance of greenery and public places, 

- Reduced health risks associated with floods, unexplored grass, improper collection and transport 

of solid waste. 

5.ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT 

Providing machines for waste collection and transportation, maintenance of the water supply and gas 

network and its expansion, and thus a clean and healthy environment for the citizens of the Municipality of 

Kumanovo is a strategic priority of the Municipality of Kumanovo. 

5.1. Project activities and their impact 
In order to protect the environment, new trends impose the need for more sophisticated equipment in 

accordance with protection standards for the environment. 

Improving the quality of communal services at the municipal level by purchasing new equipment for 4 public 

utility companies, in accordance with environmental protection standards, will positively affect the 

improvement of the quality of communal services and will reduce costs on a municipal level in Kumanovo. 
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The machines included in the procurement list are universal and technologically modern, capable of 

working with different types of activities, because the scope of public services requires such an approach. 

5.2. Sensitive receptors and environmental impacts from the Project 
1. Operators, drivers and other workers employed in handling machinery, such as digging and 

cutting vegetation, are exposed to health risks as a result of exhaust fumes, dust and solid 

particles, microorganisms, and injuries from accidents. 

The use of protective clothing, gloves and other means of protection of the operators is mandatory 

in accordance with the Law on Health and Safety at Work (OG no. 92/07, as amended in OG 23/13 

and 25/13) and the Rulebook on personal protective equipment used by staff in the performance of 

their duties (OG No. 116/97), including prevention measures for COVID-19. Also, a certain 

minimum number of workers / operators will be trained for safe, efficient and economical driving of 

new vehicles, in the process of their handover. 

2. In accordance with Directive 2005/55 / EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 28 

September 2005 (Approximation of the laws of the Member States relating to measures to be taken 

against the emission of gaseous and pollutant particles from engines for compression-ignition) for 

use in vehicles and emission of gaseous pollutants from positive ignition engines, propelled by 

natural gas or liquefied petroleum gas for use in vehicles), Euro 5 and EU Stage IIIa / IV emission 

standards, specified for new vehicles , are needed to ensure acceptable emission levels. 

3. New vehicles must meet environmental noise emission standards in accordance with Directive 

2000/14 / EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 8 May 2000. National Rulebook on 

types of special noise sources, as well as conditions that must be fulfilled by facilities, equipment, 

installations and equipment, installations and devices used outdoors in terms of noise emission 

and noise protection standards (OG no. .142 / 2013) is fully in line with the mentioned EU Directive. 

The area of operation of the machines/trucks includes densely populated parts of the settlements, which 

are classified as areas of II and III level of protection according to the Rulebook on locations of measuring 

stations and measuring points (Official Gazette of RM no. 120/08). The Rulebook on environmental noise 

limit values (OG no. 147/2008) defines the ambient noise limit values of 45dB at night and 55 dB during the 

day for areas of level II protection. Taking into account all three of the above requirements for compliance 

of new equipment / machinery with the relevant environmental quality standards, the technical 

specifications for minimum requirements are shown in the following table: 
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Table 10. Environmental quality standards, technical specifications for minimum requirements 
User Type of 

vehicle/equipment  
Air emission engine 
standard 

Noise emission 
standard 

Number and type of 
workers who will be 
trained for work 

PE "Vodovod" Combined excavator 
loader 

Min. 
EU STAGE (IV) 

Max. 101db(A) 
ISO 6395/2008 

 
 1 Operator 

PE "Chistota I 
zelenilo" 

Car dealer Min. 
EU STAGE (IV) 

Max.101db(A) 
ISO 6395/2008 

 
1 Operator 

PE "Chistota I 
zelenilo" 

Truck crane Min. 
EU STAGE (IV) 

Max.101db(A) 
ISO 6395/2008 

 
 1 Operator 

PE "Chistota I 
zelenilo" 

Tractor with trailer Min. 
EU STAGE (IV) 

Max.101db(A) 
ISO 6395/2008 

1 Operator 

PE "Chistota I 
zelenilo" 

Working machine  Min.  
EU STAGE (IV) 

Max.101db(A) 
ISO 6395/2008 

1 Operator 

PE "Chistota I 
zelenilo" 

Three trucks with winter 
maintenance equipment 
- Plow for clearing snow 
and solarium for 
throwing salt and gravel 

Min. 
EU STAGE (IIIa) 

Max. 87db(А) 1 Operator 

PE "Kumanovo - 
Parking" 

Special vehicle-spider  Min. 
EU STAGE (IIIa) 

Max.87db(А) 1 Operator 

PE "Kumanovo-
gas" 

Excavator-loader Min. 
EU STAGE (IV) 

Max.101db(A) 
ISO 6395/2008 

1 Operator 

PE "Kumanovo-
gas" 

Truck Min. 
EURO  5 

Max.80 db(A) 
ECE 51.02 

1 Operator 

PE "Kumanovo-
gas" 

Commercial vehicle   Min. 
EURO 5 

Max.74 db(A) 
ECE 51.02 

1 Operator 

 

The transparency of the Project will be ensured by the Municipality by publishing the implementation of the 

works on the website http://kumanovo.gov.mk/, and the local media. In addition, the municipality has 

already provided a publicly available mailbox for complaints and praise in the premises of the municipal 

administration building. There is also an established mechanism for keeping records of feedback to 

citizens, as well as the response of municipal staff, accompanied by appropriate evidence. 

Exhaust emissions of CO2, NOx, PAH, SO2 and suspended particles PM10, PM2.5 will occur as a result of 

demolition, excavation and soil removal, as well as combustion in machinery during the operational phase. 

The Communal and Environmental Inspectors and the Project Manager from the Municipality of Kumanovo 

will have the responsibility to monitor the implementation of the project activities together with the municipal 

administration. The implementation of all proposed mitigation measures provided in the Environmental 

Mitigation Plan and continuous monitoring of their execution is also crucial for successful project 

implementation.  

http://kumanovo.gov.mk/
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The regular maintenance of the vehicle during the operational phase is crucial for minimization of the 

environmental and occupational safety risks. The staff of the four public utility companies and the municipal 

staff are responsible for implementation of the mitigation measures during the operational phase and they 

are responsible for monitoring as well.
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Table 11.Environmental mitigation plan for the project: Provision of machinery and vehicles in the Municipality of Kumanovo 
Potential impact Impact scale Proposed mitigation measures Responsibility 

Project Activity: Procurement and Delivery of equipment for the improvement of municipal services 

Possible adverse health 
impacts to drivers / operators 
due to: 

• Non-compliance with 
strict OH&S standards 
and work procedure  

• Defective vehicles 

• Drivers who operate 
with the vehicles are not 
trained 

Local 
Long term 
Major  
 

The preventive measures could be implemented when the new vehicles are delivered including:  
• Check all technical specifications of the delivered vehicles in compare with the technical 
requirements (at least EUStage IIIa/IV,andEURO 5engine specification and noise specifications 
as min. env. requirements) established prior the tender procedure  
• Check the fuel quantity, lubrication oil quantity, breaking and steering system at the spot and 
lighting system as well  
• The review of the producer manual and driving manual recommendations for smoothly running 
of the vehicles (nomination of the responsible person within the CSE)  
• Delivery of short running training to drivers/operators of the vehicles for the most economically 
and safe running/ operating of all vehicles  
• Delivery of training for regular maintenance of the vehicles as well  
•Implementation of the Occupational Health & Safety measures for prevention of COVID -19 for 
the workers and participating municipal staff, during the procurement process 

• Supplier  
• Directors of the 
Public enterprises 

 

Project activity: Putting the vehicles and machinery into operation  

Environmental and health 
impacts Improper put into 
operation (running), or not 
prior check of the fuel 
quantity, lubrication oil 
quantity and breaking and 
steering system at the spot 
could cause adverse 
environmental and health 
impacts.  
The non-compliance of the 
EUStage IIIa/IVand 
EURO5engine standards on  
emissions limit values could 
cause more pressure to the 
air quality:  
• High emission of GHGs and 
other pollutants (CO, HC, PM 

Local  
 
Long term 
 
Major  
 

• Homologation of the vehicles by a certified body, such as at the Faculty of Mechanical 
Engineering of the University Kiril and Metodij, Skopje  

• The technical specifications provided by the vehicles supplier should be checked according 
the at least EUStage IIIa/IVandEURO5emission standards, general and specific safety 
requirements and all fitted devices like: rear protection devices, warning light, speed limitation 
device, braking and anti-blocking system, electrical and hydraulic systems, etc.  

• The noise specification should be checked as well  

• The level of noise should not exceed more that national limited level (according to national 
legislation and EU requirement);  

• Perform the annual approval test at the authorized compliance body issuing the registration 
card for the vehicles  

• For traffic control and safety, the information about the project should be announced through 
the local radio/TV informing about the planned vehicles’activities)  

• The traffic flow through the Municipality need to be coordinated with the responsible technical 
staff within the PEs. 

• Supplier  
• Directors of the 
Public enterprises 
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Potential impact Impact scale Proposed mitigation measures Responsibility 

and NOx)  
• More environmental 
pressure on the human life 
and plant life through 
formation of tropospheric 
ozone and climate change  
• More indirect health 
problems with human 
respiratory system  
The non-compliance with 
noise requirements will cause 
noise disturbance  

Project activity: Regular operation of the vehicles and machinery 

Improper or lack of regular 
maintenance could increase 
the environmental and 
occupational safety risks and 
health risks to all citizens due 
to the following:  
• low fuel efficiency,  
• higher emissions of GHGs 
and other pollutants (CO, HC, 
PM and NOx)  
• increase of noise level  
• leakages of liquid waste 
from the truck  
• impropriate odor due to lack 
of truck washing practice  
• water and soil pollution as a 
result of possible oil leakages  

 
 
Local  
 
Long term  
 
Major  
 

• Regular maintenance and repair of the new vehicles and delivery of the spare parts on 
time by the professional service company  

• Signing a contract with the service company for regular maintenance, replacement of 
spare parts, preventive lubricant oil changes, system, proper tire maintenance as one of 
the most important safety function, etc.  

• Regular washing of the vehicles and keep the parking site clean  

• Full restriction of replacement of lubricants at the parking site within compound of the 
PE to avoid pollution of waters and soil by oils, grease and fats  

• Perform regular annual approval test during the annual registration of the vehicles  

• During the approval test the environmental and safety checks should be performed 
according the vehicles protocol (related to noise, exhaust emissions and fitted devices) 
as well as noise emission checks 

• Implementation of the Occupational Health & Safety measures for prevention of 
COVID -19 for the PCE workers/ municipal staff and local population 

• AllPEsshould prepare the Fuel consumption and CO2 emissions data Report on annual 
base and submit it to the Mayor of the Municipality and Council 

• The Report should contain at least the amount of fuel consumption, type of fuel used 
and the CO2 emissions derived from the consumption, total length of the routes/working 
hours passed,  

• Directors of the 
PE and technical 
staff within PE 
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Table 12 Environmental monitoring plan for the project: Provision of machinery and vehicles in the Municipality of Kumanovo 

What 
Parameter is to be 
monitored? 

Where 
is the parameter to be 
monitored? 

How 
is the parameter to be 
monitored? 

When 
is the parameter to 
be monitored 
(frequency of 
measurement)? 

Why 
is the parameter to be 
monitored? 

Responsibility 

Delivery and 
put into 
operation of 
the vehicles 

Operation of 
the vehicles  
 

Project activity: Procurement and Delivery of equipment for the improvement of municipal services 

The environmental and 
safety protection measures 
applied before put the 
vehicles into operation  
 
Prevention measures for 
COVID-19 are in place 

On the parking site of 
the PE 

Check the fuel 
quantity, lubrication oil 
quantity and breaking 
and steering system at 
the spot Test running 
successfully done  
Visual check of the 
implementation of 
prescribed COVID-19 
prevention measures 

Immediately after 
arriving of the 
vehicles and 
machinery in the PE 
 

To prevent health and 
safety risks – 
mechanical broken and 
injuries  

Supplier 
 
Director of the 
PE 

 

EUStage IIIa/IVand 
EURO5technical 
specifications  
Noise level specification of 
the vehicles  
Lights, electronic and 
hydraulic system, braking 
and anti- blocking system 
and tires  

At the homologation site 
(Homologation attest) 
The approval test site at 
the authorized body for 
annual registration 
(Registration card of the 
vehicles)  
 

Review the technical 
specifications of the 
vehicles Mechanical 
and electronic checks  
 

At the beginning of 
the running phase 
Before put into 
operation (running)  
 

To minimize the 
adverse environmental 
and health impacts  
 

Supplier  
 
Directors of the 
PE with 
technical team  
 

 

Standard technical 
operational parameters of 
this kind of vehicles 
(protective steering, 
brakes, fuel consumption)  

Pre-registration 
inspection at the 
authorized body for 
annual registration  
 

Monitoring of the 
technical specifications 
Approval test Report 
showing that the 
vehicles are in 
compliance with safety 
requirements, 
environmental 
requirements related 
to noise, exhaust 

Annually 

To ensure safety 
running of the vehicles 
and minimization of the 
environmental and 
health impacts  
 

 

Directors of the 
PE with 
technical team  
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What 
Parameter is to be 
monitored? 

Where 
is the parameter to be 
monitored? 

How 
is the parameter to be 
monitored? 

When 
is the parameter to 
be monitored 
(frequency of 
measurement)? 

Why 
is the parameter to be 
monitored? 

Responsibility 

Delivery and 
put into 
operation of 
the vehicles 

Operation of 
the vehicles  
 

emissions and fitted 
devices  

Announcement of the 
frequency and start-up of 
vehicle’s running and 
collection  

Through the public 
announcement via local 
radio/newspaper/annou
ncement table in the 
municipality building of 
Kumanovo 

Visual/audio check  
Before start-up of 
running the vehicle’s  
 

To increase the public 
awareness about the 
new waste 
management practice 
and waste  
collection frequency  

 

Director of the 
PEwith 
technical team  
Municipal  
inspector  

Project activity: Running and operations of the vehicles and machinery 

Skill of driver/s on modern 
driving techniques and 
some improved 
performances of the new 
vehicles  

At the PE 
 

Training records kept 
Review of the training 
records  

Before official startup 
of running  
 

To improve the driving 
techniques and to be 
familiar with vehicles 
characteristics  

 
Directors of the 
PE with 
technical team  

Good maintenance practice 
and repair performed by 
professional staff  

At the service company  
Review of reports from 
the service company  

Periodically (six 
months min.)  

To ensure minimization 
of the environmental 
and occupational 
safety risks through 
high fuel efficiency and 
decrease of emissions 
of GHGs and other  
pollutants (CO, HC, 
PM and NOx)  

 
Directors of the 
PE  with 
technical team  

Fuel consumption / working 
hours trend  in relation to 
CO2 emissions 

At PE site and 
Muncipality of 
Kumanovo 

Annual Report of the 
PE for CO2 emissions 

On annual basis 
reporting in front of 
the Management 
board and 
Municipality Council  

To monitor the regular 
maintenance and to 
calculate the carbon 
footprint of the 
communal enterprise  

 
Directors of the 
PE technical 
team  
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What 
Parameter is to be 
monitored? 

Where 
is the parameter to be 
monitored? 

How 
is the parameter to be 
monitored? 

When 
is the parameter to 
be monitored 
(frequency of 
measurement)? 

Why 
is the parameter to be 
monitored? 

Responsibility 

Delivery and 
put into 
operation of 
the vehicles 

Operation of 
the vehicles  
 

Fulfilled Annual Report for 
collection,  
transportation and disposal 
of waste  

Local self-government 
administration  

Review of 
documentation – 
Identification  
waste List  

After the 
accomplishment the 
task of collection, 
transportation, 
temporary disposal 
and final disposal of 
waste (vegetation / 
other mixed wastes) 

To improve the waste 
management, 
compliant with the 
national requirements  

 
Director of the 
PE with 
technical team  

Annual Report on activities 
in Street winter 
maintenance 

Local self-government 
administration  

Incidence of traffic 
accidents during the 
winter 

Annually 
To improve the street 
maintenance and traffic 
safety 

 
Director of the 
PE  with 
technical team  

Announcement of the 
frequency and start-up of 
vehicle’s running  
 

Through the public 
announcement via local 
radio/newspaper/annou
ncement table in the 
municipality building of 
Kumanovo 

Visual/audio check  
Before start-up of 
running the vehicle’s  

To increase the public 
awareness about the 
new roads and street 
maintenance practice  

 

Director of the 
PE with 
technical team  
Municipal  
inspector  
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6. TECHNICAL SOLUTION 

6.1. Technical solution 
By purchasing vehicles for public enterprises, we will improve the quality of communal services at the 

municipal level and we will improve the quality of communal services, through modernization of the fixed 

assets of the Public Enterprises. According to the standards for environmental protection, the procurement 

of equipment will have a positive impact on the protection of the environment and will contribute to reducing 

costs and generating revenues for both the Public Enterprises and the municipality. 

In order to improve the quality of communal services at the municipal level, it is necessary to purchase 

equipment for smooth operation of public enterprises, because the equipment currently available to public 

enterprises in the municipality of Kumanovo is very old or not at all, such as equipment for winter 

maintenance that we rent, and PE Kumanovo Gas has no equipment at all. 

As a lack of basic equipment, the enterprises are separating significant parts from their finances for renting 

equipment for winter maintenance, cleaning wild landfills, also cleaning canals for watering and building a 

gas network and removal of illegally parked vehicles on public areas, which shows the need for purchasing 

basic sophisticated machines. With the procurement of basic machines and vehicles for smooth operation 

of the public enterprises intended for the mentioned operations, the facilities which the public enterprises 

stand out for renting the same in the direction of professional realization of the current work will be lowered. 

6.2 New machinery 

6.2.1 Equipment for removal and disposal of waste, PE "Cistota i zelenilo", Kumanovo- Waste collection 

vehicle,Crane Truck, Tractor with trailer,Working machine, in amount of  13,610,012.00mkd 

For the purchase of the mentioned equipment, financial means are needed in the amount of 13,610,012 

denars as follows:                            

Waste collection vehicle 1 3,386,305 

Crane Truck 1 4,117,373 

Tractor with trailer 1 877,573 

Working machine 1 3,152,657 

                           In total13,610,012 

In addition to the project are given technical characteristics of the equipment and prices from the market 

research are given. 
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The company is not able to procure the listed equipment with its own funds, although its procurement will 

positively affect the financial result and will increase the income generated by the company. 

Technical characteristics of a Waste collection vehicle 

- Loader rear / rear: 25000/5350 kgas minimum 

- Engine: 4-cylinder, turbodiesel, 

- Issue: EURO 5 

- Drive: 4x2 

- Gearbox: manual 

- System braking: front and rear discs, EBS; ABS, ASR motor, service and parking brake 

  - Driver's cab: short 1 + 2 seats 

  - Control system: hydraulic 

- Air conditioning cabin, 

-Vehicle upgrade: 

- garbage compactor with a capacity of 5 m3 

- Mechanism for lifting garbage containers of 120 liters and 1100 liters 

Technical characteristics of a combined Crane Truck 

- Engine capacity at least 68,5 kw as minimum, turbo diesel 

- Gearbox; Manual 

- Cab with heating 

- 4 * 4 drive 

- basket - multipurpose 6/1 teeth with opening, forks 1.03m3 as minimum 

- Stabilizers 

- Counterweight 
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- Telescopic backhoe with a digging depth of minimum 5000  mm 

- Backhoe basket minimum 600mm 

- Hydraulic system for peaceful driving 

- Cardan guard 

- Fast connection - manual 

- installation for hydraulic hammer 

Technical characteristics of a truck hoist for transporting baskets of 4,5,7m3 

- Loader rear / rear load: 5100 / 9500kg as minimum 

- Engine: 4-cylinder, turbodiesel, 

- Issue: minimum EURO 5 

- Drive: 4x2 

- Gearbox: manual, synchronized 

- System braking: front and rear discs, EBS; ABS, ASR motor, service and parking brake 

 - Driver's cab: short 1 + 2 seats 

 - Control system: hydraulic 

- Reliance Parabolic springs 

- Air conditioning cabin, 

- Digital tachograph 

- chassis load capacity of the chassis should not be less than 9,775 kg. 

-Vehicle upgrade: 

- Lifting and lowering and sculpting of a vessel by means of a hydraulic mechanism. 

- Crane mounted chains whose length is controlled for attaching containers with specially 

reinforced parts. 
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- Two rear mounted hooks that allow overturning and emptying of containers. 

- Hydraulic pump that is raised with the help of a cardan 

- Hydraulic installation to enable lifting of a load of minimum 8500 kg. 

- The floor of the upgrade should be made of HARDOX 400 with a thickness of 5 mm 

- Stabilizers on the back 

Technical characteristics of a tractor with a trailer 

- Engine power - 50 hp as minimum  

- Drive - 4 * 4 

- Hydraulic outlets (minimum 2) 

- Cardan shaft - double 

- Hydraulic steering 

- Operator cab 

- Basic weights on rear wheels 

- Basic weights forward 

- Mirrors (left, right) 

- Trailer 

- Net capacity 4 tons 

- Hydraulic brakes 

- Double shutters 

- Painting on three sides 

- Side height at least 40 cm 

Trailer 

-Capacity of net 4t 
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-Hydraulic brakes 

-Double jugs 

-Three-side-sculpting 

-Side heights minimum 40cm 

6.2.2. Winter gear for PE “Cistota I zelenilo” – Kumanovo: Three trucks with winter gear- Plow for 

snow cleaning and for throwing salt. 

According to our observations for successfully functioning of the winter gear for traffic, the enterprise should 

add to the equipment Three Freight vehicles – trucks with equipment for winter (plow for cleaning the snow 

and for throwing salt). While in the summer season the trucks would be used for other needs. 

Table 13. Type of vehicle for winter maintenance 
Type of vehicle Quantity Price per unit in denars Total 

Truck with equipment for 
winter maintenance (Plow 
for cleaning the snow and 
throwing salt) 

3 10.799.400 32.398.200 

For getting the equipment above financial resources of 32.398.200 den are needed without DDV. 

Getting this equipment will affect the enterprise’s financial gains. Our expectations are that in 3-5 years the 

enterprise will succeed in giving back the investment for the procured equipment. 

Technical specifications and characteristics of a vehicle 

-Load of axis front/ back: minimum 7000/10000  kg 

-Engine: 6 cylindrical, diesel, volume: minimum7800cm, 

-Emission: minimum EURO 5 

-Plant: 4x2 

-Gearbox: synchronized, manual 

-Brake-system: forward and back disks, EBS; ABS; ASR engine, service and parking brake 

-Driver’s cab: short, 1+2 seats 

-Speed limiter 
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-Digital tachograph 

-Sound signals while moving backwards 

-Control system: hydraulics 

-Three-sided sculpting freight box 

-Type of sculpting: three-sided 

-Steel -floors of sheet metal HARDOX  450/thickness    HX6mm welded construction, Sides of 

sheet metal WELDOX700 rear and front sides of thickness 6mm 

Vehicle upgrade: 

-two-circled hydraulics for front plow, side plow and sprinkler 

-2 pieces hydraulics blocks behind both plows (up – down – swimming position) 

-hydraulics valve for turning on the sprinkler 

-2 pairs of fast hydraulic couplings of front plate and front plow 

-pair of hydraulic couplings for the sprinkler 

-front plate of the truck 

-elevated lights for the winter season and signal-rotating lights on the truck, 2 pieces 

Front plow for snow cleaning: 

-multipurpose plow with single suspension of each wing- four-segment plow – acceptance with high 

cylinder for front plate- length of plow 3600mm 

-turning angle 30® - 36® - wing intrusion angle 21® 

-minimal weight 1200kg 

-steeling knives HARDOOX 400 full 

-anti-snowing protection with steeling substructure 

-solid lattice frame, highly resistant to torsion and bending 
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-auto-composition for jumping the obstacles 

-strained spring of the wings which allow aggressive cleaning 

-auto-setting of axial inclination of the plow versus profile of the surface that gets cleaned 

-rubber border guard for wing splints and wing impact mitigation 

-carrier, sliding feet or auxiliary wheels 

-side-sized lights and electrical installation 

Sprinkler salt and abrasive material: 

-rigid reservoir with a readiness of 8 m³ 

- maximum width of the sprinkler 2100 mm 

-drain extraction composition (chain - steel conveyor belt) 

-distribution composition of the dry agent (output ocon and tanirodinox) 

-painting 3-12 m 

- rear, lateral platform on the right side 

-mechanism for manual change of the image of the sprinkler 

-bottom sprinkler made of odinox steel 

-galvanized-bearing frame sprinkler up to 15 t as minimum 

-composition height for adjustable for 15t as minimum, galvanized 

-foot lifting and leaving the sprinkler up to 15 t as minimum 

-side wheels for securing the sprinkler in the truck box 4 pieces 

-chain attachment to the truck crate 

-safety arm against fall of the sprinkler 

-signal sensor to the minimum medium in the tank 

-roof rack for dry reservoir with steel substructure 

-protective tire truck under the solarium 
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6.2.3 Construction machine combined excavator-loader, PE "Vodovod" - Kumanovo; Combined 

Backhoe loader 

Technical specification 

Combined Backhoe loader 

-factory machine 

-machine with cruciate ligament  

-turbodiesel engine 

-Engine power min 65 kw- max.70 according to ISO 14396 or equivalent 

-loading the motor min.4000 ccm3 

- driven four-wheel drive 

-speed in the highest speed transmission min.35 km / h 

-volume of loading shovel with teeth min.1 m3 

-hydraulic opening of the external loading board with built-in forks. 

- minimum lifting capacity with a standard body of min. 3000 kg. 

-telescopic digger 

- digging a carcass width from 600 to 700 mm and integrated teeth 

-minimum depth of digging, digging a bucket min.5600 mm 

-height of the machine in the transport position (assembled handrail) max.3800 mm 

-the weight of the machine from 8000 to 8500 kg (raw digging bucket 600 mm, loading bucket 

opening, forks loading bucket and full tank). 

lateral displacement of the digging shotgun 

-built-up worknights for night work. 4 forward and min 4 back. 

-complete road signaling 

-hydraulic system clipped pump, with a minimum hydraulic flow rate of 160 / l / min 
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-cabin with protection against overturning 

- damping seat for the operator 

-hydraulic installation for work with hydraulic hammer. 

-Manuals for managing and maintaining the machine in Macedonian language 

-Guarantee min. 12 months from delivery of the machine 

6.2.4 Specialized vehicle for removal of illegally parked vehicles on public areas on the territory of the 

Municipality of Kumanovo, PE "Kumanovo - Parking" Kumanovo; special vehicle - spider 

PE "Kumanovo-parking" Kumanovo is not able to procure the new special tow truck with its own funds, 

although the procurement of the same will positively affect the financial result of the company, primarily 

through cost savings in terms of ongoing maintenance and servicing of the vehicle which, due to the 

depreciation of the current vehicle used by the tow service, are not small. 

The benefits of purchasing a new special tow truck will be felt primarily by the citizens of the Municipality of 

Kumanovo through more efficient functioning of the Tow service and more efficient introduction of traffic by 

removing illegally parked vehicles and clearing the paths intended for use by pedestrians and cyclists from 

motor vehicles. 

Our expectations are that PE "Kumanovo-Parking" Kumanovo will be able to return the investment for a 

period of 3-5 years. 

Serial 
number 

Name of equipment In total 

1 Special tow truck 6.000.000,00 denars 

TechnicalSpecifications  

Vehicles 

Weight 

- gross mass min.12.000 kg 

- additional load on the front axle min 4600 kg 

- additional load on the rear axle min. 8500 kg 

Dimensions 
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- wheelbase from 4100 to 4200 mm 

- total length of the vehicle from 7500 to 8500 mm 

Engine 

- 6-cylinder turbo diesel 

- Engine power min.160 Kw / 210 Ks at 2700 rpm210 

- Engine capacity min 5000 cm 

- EURO 5 issue 

Menu 

- gearbox 6 + 1 gear, synchronized with the output of the gearbox 

Braking system 

- braking: front and rear disc 

- ABS + ASR 

- Engine brake on the exhaust system 

- Heating of the air dryer on the stop installation 

Steering wheel 

- hydraulic all-wheel drive 

Suspension 

- parabolic springs 

Electricity 

- 24 V electrical installation 

- Alternator min. 70A 

- Converter of the electrical installation from 24V to 12V 

- The main switch for the electrical installation, manual 
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Cabin 

- short 1 + 2 seats 

- rear window of the cabin 

- white color 

- the cab of the vehicle to be equipped with air conditioning 

- driver's seat with belt and headrest 

- main exterior mirror 

- additional wide-angle mirror and sidewalk mirror 

- heating and electrical control of mirrors 

- thermally tinted glass 

- digital tag 

- external sun protection of the cabinet 

- set of basic tools with wheel crane 

- camera with monitor in the cab of the vehicle, to track the reversing 

- light signal mounted on the cab 

- oversized lights 

Vehicle equipment 

- tires, load index 138/136 speed index M 

- fuel tank min. 110 liters 

- air pre-filter 

- tank AD-blue min. 25 liters 

- spare tire carrier 

- spare tire 
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- PTO gearbox output 

- Tempomat 

- Expansion module 

- Immobilizer 

- 2 wheel insoles 

JACKET 

- lifting moment minimum 13,0tm 

- classification: HC1 HD4 / B3 according to EN 12999 

- supervision of the transport position of the crane 

- supervision of the transport position of the stabilizer 

- hydraulic reach minimum 8.0 m 

- maximum load capacity of the hoist 1500kg at 8.0 m 

- fast telescope using return oil and oil lines inside the telescope, 

- telescope system performed without lubrication or similar 

- angle of rotation 420 ° 

- torque minimum 2.2 tm 

- 2 laterally extractable stabilizers with extraction width min. 5.6 m 

- Non-return valve on the stabilizer cylinders 

- LED lighting stabilizers 

- Steering on both sides of the crane 

- Assurance from overload and stop in need 

- Oil tank min.80l 

- Hydraulic pump with a minimum capacity of 50l 
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- Hydraulic cylinders with double action 

- Load retaining valve on the lifting and auxiliary cylinders and telescope cylinders, 

- High pressure filter 

- Tubes for two additional devices 

- Work light 

- Working hours counter and service intervals 

- Libela 

- Hook with a minimum load of 8t and 

- Crane foldable across the width of the vehicle 

- The base of the crane welded to a steel structure 

- Weight of the crane max. 1600kg 

- Anti-corrosion protection: protection of metal parts with KTL procedure (varnishing with 

catheterization) -3 years warranty for the paint 

- Load rotor 4500 kg infinite angle of rotation 

- Hydraulic cross for transport of vehicles with min. load capacity of 3500 kg 

- Handcuffs for wheels 4 pcs. Mach. Load capacity 900 kg / fox - 2 sets 

- Lifting strips 4 pcs. min. load capacity 890kg / track 

- Installation of the crane behind the cab of the vehicle by means of an auxiliary chassis 

- Attestation in accordance with the Law on Safety and Health at Work for the crane 

- Instructions for operating the jack 

- Catalog of crane spare parts 

- Training of operators 

- Certificate for practical training in handling the hydraulics of the truck crane 
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- Guarantee 

For the crane: 12 months or 1000 working hours full warranty on all parts of the crane 

36 months or 3000 working hours warranty on the load-bearing steel parts of the crane 

36 months color warranty 

For installation: minimum 12 months 

Fixed platform 

- internal dimension 5200 mm (external dimension 5500 x 2550 mm) 

- freight part of sheet steel varnished in the color of the vehicle 

- toolbox 

- fenders 

- side lights 

- lateral protection against slipping 

6.2.5 Equipment for construction and maintenance of a distribution gas network on the territory of the 

Municipality of Kumanovo, PE "Kumanovo-Gas" -Kumanovo- Combined Backhoe loader, Truck, 

Commercial vehicle 

A commercial vehicle is needed for transport of machine equipment and people for installation and welding 

of pipes and hoses during construction and rehabilitation, i.e. maintenance of the distribution gas pipeline 

network and the connecting sections to the consumers of natural gas. 

For the purchase of the mentioned vehicles, financial means in the amount of 105,000.00 Euros are 

needed, as follows: 

Table 14 Equipment for construction and maintenance of gas distribution network 
Vehicle type Price in MKD without VAT 

Combined Backhoe loader 3.690.000,00 

Truck 1.599.000,00 

Commercial vehicle 1.537.500,00 

Total: 6.826.500,00 

The technical characteristics (specifications) of the vehicles and the prices from the market research are 

attached.  
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The company is not able to procure the mentioned vehicles with its own funds, although the procurement of 

the same will positively affect the financial result and will increase the revenues realized by the company. 

Our expectations are that in 3-5 years the company will be able to return the investment for the purchased 

equipment. 

Technical Specifications  

Combined Backhoe loader  

• Factory machine 

• Machine with rigid chassis 

• Turbo diesel engine 

• Engine power min 65 KW according to ISO 14396 or equivalent 

• All-wheel drive 

• Engine capacity min. 4000 cm3 

• Speed of movement in the highest gear min. 35 km / h 

• Fuel tank capacity min. 160 liters 

• Shovel loading volume min. 1 m3 

• Hydraulic opening of a two-part loading shovel with built-in forks 

• Minimum load lifting capacity with front bucket min. 3000 kg. 

• Telescopic backhoe 

• Digging basket with a width of 600 to 700 mm with built-in teeth 

• Minimum digging depth with digging bucket min 5600 mm 

• Height of the machine in transport position (folded arm with basket) max.3800mm 

• Machine weight of min 8000 kg (with 600 mm backhoe loader, loader opening bucket, loader 

bucket forks and full tank) 
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• Lateral displacement of a digging arrow 

• Built-in work lights for working in night conditions min. 4 and min.4 back. 

• Complete road signs 

• Hydraulic system with piston pump, with a minimum hydraulic flow of min 160 / l / min 

• Cabin with rollover protection 

• Shock absorber seat for the operator 

• Hydraulic installation for working with a hydraulic hammer 

• Manual for operation and maintenance of the machine in Macedonian language 

• Warranty min. 12 months from the delivery of the machine. 

Technical Specifications 

Truck 

• Turbo diesel minimum Euro 5 engine 

• Engine capacity min. 1900 cm3 

• Manual transmission 

• Engine power KW / KS from min 96/130 

• Driver's cab number of seats 6 + 1 

• Brakes: front and rear disc 

• Driver and front passenger airbag 

• Height adjustable power steering 

• Electric windshield 

• Standard spare wheel 

• Electrically adjustable exterior mirrors 

•Air conditioner 
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• Reinforced rear axle 

• Dimensions of the basket on the outside: length 3400 mm width 2100 mm 

• Height 400mm. 

Technical Specifications 

Commercial Vehicle 

• Fuel type: Diesel minimum Euro 5 

• Engine capacity min 1900m3 

• Engine power KW / KS min 96/130 

• CO2 emission min 163 g / km 

• Useful Load capacity: min 1400 kg 

• Useful volume: min 15 m3 

• Safe braking systems, all 4-wheel discs 

• Driver and front passenger airbag 

• Height adjustable power steering 

• Height-adjustable driver's seat 

• Rear double glazed non-glazed door 

• Standard spare wheel 

• Radio preparation 

• Side non-glazed sliding door 

• Trip computer 

• Central remote locking 

• Partition behind the rear seats 

• Bench for 2 people on the passenger side 
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• Seat belts 
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7. FINANCIAL ANALYSIS 

To assess the profitability of the project, financial analysis section of the project appraisal document will 

present following information: 

• Project Investment cost; 

• Repayment obligation and schedule of MSIP2 loan; 

• Project related accounts information; 

• Analysis of the financial feasibility of the project; 

• Projections of revenues from the project; 

• Project Operation and Maintenance Cost; and 

• Results from project financial feasibility analysis, expressed through Internal Rate of 
  Return and Net Present Value. 

7.1. Project cost 
The total estimated investment costs amount to MKD 63,754,712.00 (Euro 1,036,661) including VAT.  

The project envisages procurement of 12 communal vehicles and equipment for the needs of 4 public 

enterprises, as follows: 

• Construction machine-combined backhoe loader, for the needs of PE “Vodovod”-Kumanovo; 

• Waste collection vehicle, crane truck, tractor with trailer, working machine and three trucks with 

winter maintenance equipment (snow plow and salt shaker for throwing salt and gravel), for the 

needs of PE “Chistota I Zelenilo”-Kumanovo; 

• Backhoe loader, truck and commercial vehicle for the needs of PE “Kumanovo-GAS”-Kumanovo; 

• Specialized vehicle for removal of illegally parked vehicles (towing vehicle), for the need of PE 

“Kumanovo-parking”-Kumanovo. 

The table below is presenting the cost breakdown of project and total value of the investment. The table 

below shows the distribution of costs for each vehicle.  

Table 15: Project cost 

Public enterprises Vehicle type Quantity Amount VAT Total amount Share 

"Vodovod"-Kumanovo Combined Backhoe loader 1 4.169.492 750.509 4.920.001 7,72 

PE "Chistota I Zelenilo"-

Kumanovo 

Waste collection vehicle 1 3.386.305 609.535 3.995.840 6,27 

Crane Truck 1 4.117.373 741.127 4.858.500 7,62 

Tractor with trailer 1 877.573 157.963 1.035.536 1,62 

Working machine 1 3.152.657 567.478 3.720.135 5,84 

Truck with winter maintenance equipment (snow 

plow and salt shaker for throwing salt and gravel) 
3 

27.456.102 4.942.098 32.398.200 50,82 

"Kumanovo-gas"-

Kumanovo 

Combined Backhoe loader 1 3.127.119 562.881 3.690.000 5,79 

Truck 1 1.355.085 243.915 1.599.000 2,51 

Commercial vehicle 1 1.302.966 234.534 1.537.500 2,41 

"Kumanovo-parking"-

Kumanovo 
Special vehicle-towing vehicle 1 

5.084.746 915.254 6.000.000 9,41 

  Amount in MKD 12 54.029.418 9.505.693 63.754.712 100 
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  Amount in EUR (1 eur=61,5MKD)  878.527 154.564 1.036.662   

Source.Project budget 

It is assumed that all procurement procedures including delivery of vehicles will end within a period of 6 
months, which means that all above investment cost will be made by the end of second quarter of 2021. 

7.2. Loan repayment 
The Council of the Municipality of Kumanovo brought a Decision on 30.09.2020 (archive number 09-

5916/43.) to apply for a long-term loan at the World Bank Second MSIP, with the total amount of MKD 

63,754,712.00 (Euro 1,035,567) to finance the Project for “IMPROVEMENT OF PUBLIC MUNICIPAL 

SERVICES IN THE MUNICIPALITY OF KUMANOVO”. 

The loan represents 100% of the investment costs, for the purpose of this financial analysis the assumption 

is that the interest rate will be 3% p.a (the real loan interest rate is variable defined at 6-months EURIBOR 

plus variable spread), carried out on the 13 years of the loan and that the payments will be annually equally 

split up between the 10 years after the 3 years of grace period. The repayment of the loan will start in 2024. 

The annual payment has been calculated to MKD 6,375,471 (Euro 103,666). The payments are envisaged 

to be done semi-annually in amount MKD 3,178,735 (Euro 51,833). The assumed date of disbursement of 

the loan is 1st of March 2021. 

Table 16 Calculation of the annual capital repayment 
Amount of loan MKD 63,754,712 

Interest % 3 

Duration of loan year 13 

Grace period year 3 

Annual capital repayment MKD 6,375,471 

Annual capital repayment Euro 103,666 

Semi-annual repayment MKD 3,187,736 

Semi-annual repayment Euro 51,833 

Source: Own calculation based on the data received by the municipality 

Table12: Amortization plan 

Year Interests Capital repayment 
Capital repayment + 

Interest 

2021 1.912.641  1.912.641 

2022 1.912.641  1.912.641 

2023 1.912.641  1.912.641 

2024 1.870.196 6.375.471 8.245.667 

2025 1.673.954 6.375.471 8.049.425 

2026 1.482.690 6.375.471 7.858.161 

2027 1.291.426 6.375.471 7.666.897 

2028 1.103.044 6.375.471 7.478.515 

2029 908.898 6.375.471 7.284.369 

2030 717.634 6.375.471 7.093.105 

2031 526.369 6.375.471 6.901.840 

2032 335.891 6.375.471 6.711.362 

2033 143.841 6.375.473 6.519.314 

Total 15.791.866 63.754.712 79.546.578 

Source: Own calculations based on the data received by the municipality 
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7.3. Credit capacity 
According to the local regulation the maximal municipal borrowing capacity is determinate by the value of 
the incurred operating revenues in the previous fiscal year and based on the municipal fiscal data for 2019 
it is equal to MKD 652,387,239 or EUR 10,607,922. The municipality has no debt. According to that, the 
current municipal borrowing capacity is equal to MKD 652,387,239 or EUR 10,607,922 while the maximal 
annual debt service is equal to MKD 195,716,172 (EUR 3,182,377).  Revenues by accounts are presented 
in the table below. On 30.09 2020, the Council of the Municipality of Kumanovo adopted a Decision for 
borrowing the amount of MKD 63,754,712 for “IMPROVEMENT OF PUBLIC MUNICIPAL SERVICES IN 
THE MUNICIPALITY OF KUMANOVO”. 

Table 17: Credit capacity 
Account Description 2019 

Amount in MKD 

71 Tax revenues 369.535.283 

713 Property tax revenues (part of the tax revenues) 177.059.053 

72 Non-tax revenues 16.854.163 

731120 Revenues from sales of capital goods owned by the municipalities  0.00 

73 Land sales and non-material investments 27.912.145 

741 Earmarked donations 238.085.648 

741115 Earmarked donations from VAT revenues 95.172.948 

Total operating revenues (Denar) 652.387.239 

Total operation revenues (Euro) 10.607.923 

45 Debt (Denar) 0.00 

Total operating revenues – Debt (Denar) 652.387.239 

Total operating revenues – Debt (Euro) 10.607.923 

Max debt service (30% of total operating revenues - debt) MKD 195.716.172 

Max debt service (30% of total operating revenues - debt) Euro 3.182.377 
 

Source: Financial information of Municipality of Kumanovo 

It is important to note that the property tax rate is 0.1%, while the property tax revenues take up around 

56.6% of the total operating revenues of the Municipality of Kumanovo. Also, from the information 

presented it is clearly visible that earmark donations have significant impact on the operating revenues of 

the Municipality of Kumanovo. 

7.4. Financial Analysis of Municipal Capacity to Service Debt 
In order to assess the ability of the Municipality of Kumanovo to service the forthcoming debt and at the 

same time to secure sound financing of its regular expenditures including operation and maintenance of the 

existing and potential municipal infrastructure we do a snap assessment of the financial capacity of the 

Municipality for the period 2017-2019 including budget projection for 2020, as presented in the table below. 
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Table 18: Review of revenues and expenditures of the Municipality of Kumanovo 

Account Item 
2020 2019 2018 2017 

Average      
(2017-2019) Amount in 

MKD 
Amount in 
MKD 

Amount in 
MKD 

Amount in 
MKD 

71 Tax revenues 405.195.230 369.535.283 351.197.359 288.513.597 336.415.413 

72 Non tax revenues 19.050.000 16.854.163 10.284.375 5.685.693 10.941.410 

74 Transfer and donations 155.683.457 238.085.648 126.469.672 106.252.348 156.935.889 

  Total operating revenues 579.928.687 624.475.094 487.951.406 400.451.638 504.292.713 

40 
Salaries and allowance for 
employees 

127.437.800 103.571.087 97.302.596 87.984.443 96.286.042 

42 Goods and services 176.276.551 237.590.605 215.158.161 175.914.827 209.554.531 

46 Subsidies and transfers 144.111.689 93.695.878 67.847.393 45.743.071 69.095.447 

47 Social transfers 500.000 271.766 799.991 685.556 585.771 

  Total operating expenditures 448.326.040 435.129.336 381.108.141 310.327.897 375.521.791 

  Net operating surplus 131.602.647 189.345.758 106.843.265 90.123.741 128.770.921 

73 Capital revenues 42.500.000 27.912.145 28.057.008 32.130.915 29.366.689 

45 Interest 0 0 0 0 0 

48 Capital expenditures 168.502.647 194.282.860 122.440.306 103.662.075 140.128.414 

  Net capital deficit -126.002.647 -166.370.715 -94.383.298 -71.531.160 -110.761.724 

  Net surplus 5.600.000 22.975.043 12.459.967 18.592.581 18.009.197 

Source: Financial information of Municipality of Kumanovo and own calculation 

Based on the analysed  municipal data for the realized revenues and expenditures over the last three 

years, the average operational costs (MKD 375,521,731) for the Municipality as a whole are financed from 

the average operating revenues (MKD 504,292,713) and the amount of MKD 128,770,921 represent 

average operating surplus. According to the presented data can be concluded that Municipality is able to 

fully cover its total expenditure (operating and capital) from its revenues and the average net surplus is 

MKD 18,009,197. This average net surplus leaves the opportunity for the Municipality of Kumanovo to 

regularly service future debt.  

The Municipality’s accounting system is cash based and therefore for the purpose of this analysis the short-

term and long-term municipal receivables and payables are taken into account and an appropriate 

adjustment of the operational flow have been done.  

Table 19: Account payable/receivable 

Amounts in MKD 2017 2018 2019 Average 

Accounts payable  116.774.540,00 137.982.376,00 70.556.297,00 108.437.738,00 

Accounts receivable  415.094.982,00 358.173.010,00 397.735.324,00 390.334.439,00 

Net deficit-(surplus) 298.320.442,00 220.190.634,00 327.179.027,00 281.896.701,00 

Source: Budget of the municipality 

Based on the estimated municipal data for the period 2017-2019, the average annual account receivables 

are in amount of MKD 390,334,439, while the average account payable are in amount of MKD 

108,437,738. This result in an average net surplus in the amount of MKD 281,896,701. 
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It should be mention that the Municipality of Kumanovo maintains continuity in the collection of its 

receivables, however many of them are unpaid and in that direction the municipality should improve its 

financial operations. It is also noticeable that the Municipality shows caution in its operation and generating 

new liabilities, so unpaid liabilities in 2019 are reduced by almost 50% compared to 2018.This is another 

indicator that the Municipality of Kumanovo can service its future obligations in an orderly manner. 

Additionally, the relatively high amounts recorded on the accounts of uncollected receivables (MKD 

118,896,312 in 2020) which represent future but deferred income of the Municipality, are from unpaid 

property tax from legal entities and individuals, as well as unpaid communal tax while majority of them 

referr to receivables which are based on guarantees issued by the Municipality on behalf of the municipal 

PCEs. The Municipality very easily can collect the unpaid tax receivables, if the municipality decided to 

collect them in court. 

According to the potential MSIP loan loan conditions, the Municipality of Kumanovo will have obligation to 

pay only the interests in the amount of MKD 1,912,641 in the first three years starting from 2021. . After 3 

years of grace period, starting from 2024 the Municipality will have obligation to repay the potential loan in 

total amount of MKD 8,245,667. Based on the analysed data we may assume that there is “no risk” for the 

Municipality of Kumanovo to service the potential loan in due time. 

Table 20 - Repayment capabilities 

Average net surplus 
(2017-2019) 

Annual loan repayment Balance  

18.009.197,00 8,245,667 (6,375,471 capital + 1,870,196 interest) 9,763,530.00 

  “No Risk” 

Source: Own calculations 

7.5. Financial analysis of public enterprises 

7.5.1. Review of PE “Vodovod”-Kumanovo 

The main activity of PE “Vodovod” - Kumanovo is collection, purification and distribution of drinking water 
and food water on the territory of the municipality of Kumanovo, so the largest portion of PE revenues come 
from fees for collection and distribution of drinking water from households and legal entities. The water 
supply is performed in Kumanovo and 6 suburban settlements (Cherkezi, Karpos, Bedinje, Proevce, 
DolnoKonjare and Dobroshane). The PE supplies water to the city of Kumanovo and the above-mentioned 
suburban settlements through an interconnected water supply system. The service is provided to 85,000 
inhabitants, specifically, to 30,000 households and 3,000 firms and public institutions. The company is also 
responsible for wastewater disposal, municipal wastewater treatment plant, installation of water supply, 
sewerage and gas installations, building installations and air conditioning installations and engineering and 
related technical consulting.  

Based on the financial data taken from the Public enterprise “Vodovod”- Kumanovo, the information on 

Profit and loss account statements for the last 2 years are summarized and presented in the table below. 
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Table21: Profit and loss account 
PE "Vodovod"-Kumanovo 2018 2019 Average 

Item Amount in MKD Amount in MKD Amount in MKD 

Sales revenues 173.517.830 181.517.760 177.517.795 

Other revenues 45.686.391 37.631.757 41.659.074 
      0 

Total operating revenues 219.204.221 219.149.517 219.176.869 
        

Material costs 47.613.677 33.781.423 40.697.550 

Other costs 41.622.935 43.098.237 42.360.586 

Salaries and allowance for employees 87.197.782 85.323.921 86.260.852 

Amortization of the assets 45.226.339 45.804.997 45.515.668 
        

Total expenditures 221.660.733 208.008.578 214.834.656 

Net operating surplus -2.456.512 11.140.939 4.342.214 
        

Financial revenue 2.209.043 1.892.992 2.051.018 

Financial costs 872.690 11.907.357 6.390.024 

Profit before taxes -1.120.159 1.126.574 3.208 

Profit tax 0 181.882 90.941 

Profit/loss -1.120.159 944.692 -87.734 

Source: Profit and loss statement of JP “Vodovod”-Kumanovo 

From the presented data, it is visible that financial performance of the PE is variable, it operated with loss in 

2018, while in 2019 it achieved profit. The main PE revenues are from water collection, treatment and 

supply. The current collection rate is equal to 100% for households and 90% for companies. Furthermore, 

upon purchasing of new combined backhoe leader it is expected that this collection rate will increase as a 

result of higher quality of public services. 

The cost of salaries takes a significant part of PE expenditures. These expenditures will be dominant in the 

future as well, as a result of the legal increase of the minimum salaries and the need for new employment. 

Additionally, with the renewal of the PE’s vehicle fleet, it is expected that costs for maintenance of 

depreciated vehicles, will be decreased and minimalized. 

Based on the analysed data for the realized revenues and expenditures over the last two years, the total 

average expenditure for the Public enterprise are not fully covered from the total average operating 

revenues and the public enterprise generate minimal loss. According to the data, the financial situation has 

significantly improved in 2019, which is a positive signal that the company will continue to operate 

successfully in the future, especially with the purchase of a new vehicle which is expected to increase 

revenues and reduce maintenance costs of old and depreciated vehicle. Тhe PE “Vodovod”-Kumanovo 

operates with the debt collection ratio of 99%.The positive financial situation will enable normal operation 

and maintenance of newly acquired special vehicles. 

7.5.2. Review of PE “Chistota i Zelenilo” - Kumanovo 

The main activity of PE “Chistotaizelenilo” - Kumanovo is communal waste management, so the largest 

portion of PE revenues come from fees for collection of solid waste from households and legal entities. 

Under its responsibilities is serving inhabitants of Kumanovo city and 25 settlements with collection, 

transportation, and final dispose of solid waste. The service is provided to 83,332 inhabitants, specifically, 

the waste is collected from 20,000 households, 3,000 firms and public institutions. The company is also 

responsible for maintenance of public traffic and green flower areas and service-roads marking. 
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Based on the financial data taken from the Public enterprise “Chistota i zelenilo”- Kumanovo, the 

information on Profit and loss account statements for the last 2 years are summarized and presented in the 

table below. 

Table22: Profit and loss account 
PE "ChistotaiZelenilo" Kumanovo 2018 2019 Average 

Item Amount in MKD Amount in MKD Amount in MKD 

Sales revenues 136.290.435 131.671.764 133.981.100 

Other revenues 12.261.455 12.131.669 12.196.562 
        

Total operating revenues 148.551.890 143.803.433 146.177.662 
        

Material costs 26.597.579 24.068.001 25.332.790 

Other costs 189.654.693 34.210.000 111.932.347 

Salaries and allowance for employees 76.695.995 78.097.190 77.396.593 

Amortization of the assets 6.020.919 6.519.355 6.270.137 
        

Total expenditures 298.969.186 142.894.546 220.931.866 

Net operating surplus -150.417.296 908.887 -74.754.205 
        

Financial revenue 0 823.656 411.828 

Financial costs 0 1.220.238 610.119 

Profit before taxes -150.417.296 512.305 -74.754.205 

Profit tax 355.907 195.731 275.819 

Profit -150.773.203 316.574 -75.030.024 

Source: Profit and loss statement of JP “Chistota I zelenilo”-Kumanovo 

From the presented data, it is visible that financial performance of the PE is variable, it operated with loss in 

2018, while in 2019 it achieved small profit. The main PE revenues are from waste collection service. The 

current collection rate is equal to 90% for households and 85% for companies. Furthermore, upon 

purchasing of new communal vehicles it is expected that this collection rate will increase as a result of 

higher quality of public services on: waste management, maintenance of local streets and roads especially 

during winter conditions, arrangement of green areas, etc.  

The cost of salaries takes a significant part of PE expenditures. These expenditures will be dominant in the 

future as well, as a result of the legal increase of the minimum salaries and the need for new employment 

due to the establishment of new public service on road infrastructure. Moreover, the negative result in 2018 

was due to the valuation of the value of the short-term assets, which effect was in the amount of 

161,126,596 MKD. Additionally, with the renewal of the PE’s vehicle fleet, it is expected that costs for 

maintenance of depreciated vehicles, whose average age is about 30 years, will be decreased and 

minimalized, which on another side will result in improved efficiency in the company operations.  

Since the PE “Chistotaizelenilo” - Kumanovo noted a positive result in 2019 and begun the 2020 with sound 

financial performance it is expected that under these circumstances the company will be able to secure 

sufficient funds for regular operation and maintenance of the newly acquired special vehicles. Also,in order 

to achieve sustainability, the  JP “Chistota I zelenilo”-Kumanovo should develop action plan in order to 

further improve the rate of collection receivables to achieve perfect rate. 

7.5.3. Review of JP “Kumanovo-GAS”- Kumanovo 

JP “Kumanovo-GAS”-Kumanovo is public enterprise for performance of public services and distribution and 

supply of natural gas for the needs of households and public sector in the municipality of Kumanovo. The 
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main revenues of this public enterprise are from the collection of a fee for connection to the distribution gas 

system as well as the distribution and supply of customers with natural gas. Under its responsibilities is 

serving inhabitants of Kumanovo city with distribution and supply of natural gas. The service is currently 

provided to 250 households, 15 firms, and 16 public institutions. 

Based on the financial data taken from the Public enterprise “Kumanovo GAS”- Kumanovo, the information 

on Profit and loss account statements for the last 2 years are summarized and presented in the table 

below. 

Table23: Profit and loss account 
PE "Kumanovo GAS" 2018 2019 Average 

Item Amount in MKD Amount in MKD Amount in MKD 

Sales revenues 13.594.485 14.965.818 14.280.152 

Other revenues 626.048 180.796 403.422 
        

Total operating revenues 14.220.533 15.146.614 14.683.574 
        

Material costs 11.172.977 12.053.899 11.613.438 

Other costs 222.992 444.018 333.505 

Salaries and allowance for employees 4.767.093 4.551.419 4.659.256 

Amortization of the assets 1.048.595 1.251.512 1.150.054 
        

Total expenditures 17.211.657 18.300.848 17.756.253 

Net operating surplus -2.991.124 -3.154.234 -3.072.679 
        

Financial revenue 0 0 0 

Financial costs 0 0 0 

Profit before taxes -2.991.124 -3.154.234 -3.072.679 

Profit tax 0 0 0 

Profit/losses -2.991.124 -3.154.234 -3.072.679 

Source: Profit and loss statement of JP “Kumanovo-GAS”-Kumanovo 

Based on the analysed data for the realized revenues and expenditures over the last two years, the total 

average expenditure for the Public enterprise are not fully covered from the total average operating 

revenues and the public enterprise generate loss. The main PE revenues are from gas revenues. The 

current collection rate is equal to 99% for both households and for companies. Furthermore, upon 

purchasing of new communal vehicles it is expected that this collection rate will increase as a result of 

higher quality of public services. Also, PE "Kumanovo Gas", for the first time will receive its own 

mechanization and will be given the opportunity for rapid expansion of the gas pipeline network and it will 

soon be ready for connections of individuals and legal entities. This is of particular importance for 

Kumanovo, because as a municipality it was the first to start building a gas pipeline network, and the gas is 

a more environmentally friendly reagent already available to households, schools and companies located in 

the town area. 

The material cost and the costs of salaries are the main PE Kumanovo-gas expenditures. These 

expenditures will be dominant in the future as well, as a result of the legal increase of the minimum salaries 

and the need for new employment due to the establishment of new public service. Additionally, vehicles 

rental costs will be reduced. 

The CSE expects to expand its services and cover a greater territory than the one it covers at the moment. 

Additionally, with the expansion of CSE’s specialized vehicle fleet, it is expected to improve the economy 
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and efficiency in operating the company by cutting the costs for outsourcing constriction and installation 

services which are limiting factor for further and intensified gas network expansion. 

According to the financial data provided PE “Kumanovo-GAS”-Kumanovo cannot serve their liabilities on 

time. However, in order to achieve sustainability the PE Kumanovo- -Gas should develop action plan in 

order to improve debt management and to improve positive rate of collection of receivables. With the 

purchase of appropriate and necessary mechanization (excavator, truck and pickup) the CSE will be able to 

increase the number of customers, both households and commercial buildings and that will result with 

bigger revenues and will reduce the costs for outsourcing construction and installation services. 

7.5.4. Review of PE “Kumanovo-parking”-Kumanovo 

The main activities of PE "Kumanovo-Parking" managing the parking space in the Municipality of 

Kumanovo and services with towing vehicle. Under its responsibilities is serving inhabitants of Kumanovo 

city. 

Based on the financial data taken from the Public enterprise “Kumanovo GAS”- Kumanovo, the information 

on Profit and loss account statements for the last 2 years are summarized and presented in the table 

below. 

Table24: Profit and loss account 
PE "Kumanovo-parking" 2018 2019 Average 

Item Amount in MKD Amount in MKD Amount in MKD 

Sales revenues 33.310.944 29.964.203 31.637.574 

Other revenues 6.187.394 1.890.441 4.038.918 
        

Total operating revenues 39.498.338 31.854.644 35.676.491 
        

Material costs 14.802.794 10.434.493 12.618.644 

Other costs 8.708.453 7.684.846 8.196.650 

Salaries and allowance for employees 14.786.830 12.832.545 13.809.688 

Amortization of the assets 103.020 186.062 144.541 
        

Total expenditures 38.401.097 31.137.946 34.769.522 

Net operating surplus 1.097.241 716.698 906.970 
        

Financial revenue 22 0 11 

Financial costs 264.205 1.845.140 1.054.673 

Profit before taxes 833.058 -1.128.442 -147.703 

Profit tax 148.306 0 74.153 

Profit 684.752 -1.128.442 -221.856 

Source: Profit and loss statement of JP “Kumanovo-parking”-Kumanovo 

Based on the analysed data for the realized revenues and expenditures over the last two years, the total 

average expenditure for the Public enterprise are not fully covered from the total average operating 

revenues and the public enterprise generate loss. The sales revenues of the Public enterprise “Kumanovo-

parking” Kumanovo are services from towing vehicle, public lighting, zone parking and rental income. It is 

expected that revenues of the Public enterprise “Kumanovo-parking” Kumanovo will be increased in long-

term. 

The main expenditures are from lighting costs, zone parking costs, salaries and maintenance costs. The 

towing vehicle which is given to the use of PE “Kumanovo-Parking“ Kumanovo is very old and depreciated, 
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so the large amount of money are spent on servicing and maintenance of the old vehicle. The new Towing 

vehicle will create savings in maintenance costs and also will provide more economical operation and 

operating savings. Moreover, the negative result in 2019 was due to the valuation of the value of financial 

costs, which effect was in the amount of 1,845,140 MKD and double increase the costs of public lightening. 

According to the financial data provided PE “Kumanovo-parking”-Kumanovo cannot serve their liabilities on 

time. However,in order to achieve sustainability, the PE “Kumanovo- parking” should develop action plan in 

order to improve debt management and to improve positive rate of collection of receivables. With the 

purchase of appropriate and necessary towing vehicle the enterprise will create savings in maintenance 

costs and also will provide more economical operation and operating savings and that will result with bigger 

revenues. Also, the public enterprise plan to open more parking spaces and with purchasing the new 

towing vehicle could compensate the revenue from public lightening to achieve positive financial results. 

7.6   Analyses of the financial feasibility of the project 
The overall financial analysis is based on the savings that the potential projects will generate in the period 
between the state before and after the project. The analysis is focused on the benefits to the local 
population by the project and, rather than on the borrowing entity, i.e. Municipality of Kumanovo. The 
Internal Rate of Return and the Net Present Value are calculated.  

A project is considered as acceptable if:  

IRR> 5%  

NPV>0 

7.6.1 Time Horizon 

For this kind of an infrastructure project, time horizon is 13years, in the line with the life – span of the 

special vehicles and the time horizon for the loan is 13 years with 3 years of grace period included. 

7.6.2 Limitations of the analysis 

Main limitation of this analysis is the fact that for this kind of social projects, not all benefits can be 

expressed in monetary term, since there will be improvement of the overall quality of life within the whole 

Municipality of Kumanovo.  

7.6.3 Initial Investments 

The municipality borrows amount of Denar MKD 63,754,712.00 ( Euro 1,036,661)  including VAT and 

repays the debt in a 10‐year period after a 3‐year grace period. This is total amount to be covered by MSIP 

2 loan. 

7.6.4 Inflation 

Due to the de facto fixed exchange regime and the legal obligation of the National Bank of the Republic of 

North Macedonia to maintain the price stability in the country, the inflation rate is assumed to remain stable 

at 2% on an annual level. This is taken into consideration when calculating the NPV.  

7.6.5 Discount rate 

The discount rate for the analysis can be determined in different ways. However, most of them are based 

on the assumption that the project is financed from the budget of the state/municipality. In this case, the 

project will be financed from borrowing. If the municipality could borrow on the open market, it would have 
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“crowded out” the private sector, thus the relevant discount rate would have been the opportunity cost of 

capital.  

Here, two elements exist that make this approach inappropriate. First, the municipality is very unlikely to be 

able to borrow such an amount at market rates. Second, we know that the loan is supposed to be from the 

Ministry of Finance funds to the Government of the Republic of North Macedonia. 

7.7 Projection of operating cash flows 
According to the project, subject to this analysis, revenues that will be generated are revenues of newly 

introduced municipal services, maintenance of the facilities of the existing services and savings in the 

operating costs for each public enterprises. 

7.7.1 Project costs and revenues for JP „Vodovod“Kumanovo 

Project costs 

By purchasing of the new combined backhoe loader, JP Vodovod expects to raise its maintenance capacity 

for water supply and sewerage network and will bring its services to a higher level in terms of efficiency and 

economy given that the current vehicle is old and prone to frequent breakdowns. Hence, significant amount 

of money is lost and opportunity costs appear while the vehicle is under repairmen and it is not working, 

thus the CSE losses income that would otherwise be realized if it works properly. 

With this procurement, it is forecasted that maintenance operations of water supply and sewerage network 

as well as the installation of a new users will take place smoothly and in timely manner. This will contribute 

to increasing the efficiency of operations. On the other hand, the old vehicle will still be in use and will serve 

as a backup option or will cover some light maintenance works. 

Operational costs 

The costs for using the new combined backhoe loader (operating and maintenance costs) are expected to 

be MKD 800,000 in the first year, as follows: 

- Costs for gasoline MKD 600,000 

- Costs for maintenance MKD 150,000   and 

- Registration and insurance MKD 50,000. 

First year’s costs are expected to increase with the increase of vehicle’s level of amortization. Thus, the 

operational costs are expected to reach a total value of MKD 15,004,866   by the end of the payment period 

in 2033. 

Employment costs 

There is one additional employment planed with the procurement. CSE will employ a Construction Machine 

Operator. The annual costs for this position are MKD 328,000. These costs are taken into account 

throughout the whole payment period. Hence, the total value of these costs is MKD 6,151,996. Taking into 

account that CSE already owns a vehicle of this type and has skilled labor for operating with it, the new 

operator will be an addition to the team and will allow greater flexibility and availability of CSE’s services to 

the citizens of Kumanovo.  
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Project revenues 

Currently, according to JP Vodovod’s annual financial statement makes an annual revenue of 4.5 million 

denar. By purchasing a new backhoe loader, JP Vodovod expects to have increased income and produce 

savings from its operations amounted around MKD 1,000,000 in the first year of use. The new vehicle will 

allow the CSE to increase its efficiency by performing faster and more precise repairs of the plumbing 

network, unlike the current vehicles which are not efficient and can’t be used in their full capacity. At the 

same time the CSE will save significant amount on maintenance costs for the old vehicles. CSE’s services 

will be conducted with better quality, thus the frequency of additional repairs is going to decrees. The 

overall revenue effect is expected to reach the amount of MKD 12,007,355 by 2033. 

7.7.2 Project costs and revenues for JP „Cistota i zelenilo“Kumanovo 

The project envisages procurement of 7 special vehicles for the needs of JP „Cistota i zelenilo“– 

Kumanovo. 3 of the vehicles are for waste collection and 4 are for winter maintenance of roads. The CSE 

expects to expand its services and cover a greater territory than the one it covers at the moment. 

Additionally, with the renewal of the CSE’s vehicle fleet, it is expected to improve the economy and 

efficiency in operating the company by reducing the costs for maintenance of obsolete vehicles whose 

average age is about 30 years and reducing unforeseen interruptions in the performance of utilities caused 

by frequent breakdowns of existing vehicles. However, the old vehicle will still be in use and will serve as a 

backup option or will cover some light maintenance works. 

Operational costs  

According to the historical data of CSE, the costs for the use of new vehicles (operating costs and costs for 

ongoing maintenance) are expected to amount to MKD 4,424,000 in the first year. The baseline costs for 

using and maintaining the new vehicles in the first year is broken down by the following costs: 

- Costs for gasoline – MKD 4,104,000 per year for fuel, 

- Costs for maintenance – MKD 160,000 per year and 

- Registration and insurance – MKD 160,000 

During the first five years of operation operational costs will increase by 2% annually, while in the coming 

years, until the end of the payment period they will grow by about 5% due to increased amortization of the 

vehicles and possible increase of repairs. In addition to increased costs there is a control factor for annual 

inflation rate of 2% applied. 

Employment costs 

The company does not envisage new employments for the realization of the stated investment, given that it 

already has professional staff for the realization of this investment. 

Project revenues 

Procuring the specialized vehicles is expected to raise the quality of services offered by JP Cistota i 

zelenilo by expanding the scope of service for collection of solid waste for additional 300-500 
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householdsliving in rural and hard to access areas of the city, removal of existing illegal landfills in the 

Municipality and expanding the scope of services for winter maintenance of local roads.  

Currently JP Cistota i zelenilo  maintains only the sidewalks and due to lack of machinery the Municipality 

procures services for roads maintenance. By purchasing of specialized vehiclesfor road maintenance, the 

CSE will be able to offer this service to the Municipality, thus funds that the Municipality spends on these 

services, will be payed to the JP Cistota i zelenilo instead of a private company.The forecasts show that 

this project will bring a completely new revenue source for the CSE’s amounted to MKD 4,500,000 

annually. This increase of revenues is predominantly due to the fact that the new truck with winter 

maintenance equipment (snow plow and salt shaker) will be enough to cover the needs of the Municipality 

for winter maintenance of the streets. The expectations are that with the expansion of the service, these 

revenues in the next 10-year period would additionally grow by around 1% each year.  

At the same time by purchasing waste collection vehicles, the expansion of the waste collection services 

will cover additional 300-500 households. Currently the CSE annually makes 85 million denar by providing 

waste collection services. The new purchase will contribute by additional annual income which is calculated 

at MKD 750,000. This is increase of existing revenues by almost 1% in the first year of operation of the 

investment. 

7.7.3 Project costsand revenues for JP „Kumanovo-gas“ Kumanovo 

JP „Kumanovo-gas“ Kumanovo will procure 3 specialized vehicles which will be used for further expension 

of gas network throughout the whole municipality. One vehicle is a multifunctional backhoe loader aimed for 

major construction work on expansion of the network, the second vehicle is small truck for transportation of 

equipment and supplies to the sides and the third vehicle is a pick up commercial car for maintenance 

works all over the municipality. The CSE expects to expand its services and cover a greater territory than 

the one it covers at the moment. Additionally, with the expansion of CSE’s specialized vehicle fleet, it is 

expected to improve the economy and efficiency in operating the company by cutting the costs for 

outsourcing constriction and installation services which are limiting factor for further and intensified gas 

network expansion. At the moment, the public company owns two light vehicles, Fiat Linea and Skoda Yeti, 

which are used exclusively for off-road activities. They will continue to be in use which will allow the CSE to 

focus its future activities on engaging new customers and increasing revenues. 

Operational costs 

According to the technical specification of the new vehicles and their market value, the costs for the use of 

new vehicles (operating costs and costs for ongoing maintenance) are expected to amount to MKD 

1,310,000 in the first year. CSE’s internal analysis shows that each vehicle, on average will be in use for 

1,044 hours annually (Working days 261 x 4 hours daily use of the vehicle). Hence, the operating costs for 

all three vehicles are as following: 

- Costs for gasoline MKD 970,000   

- Costs for maintenance MKD 230,000   

- Registration and insurance costs MKD 110,000   
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During the first five years of operation operational costs will increase by 5% annually, due to the expansion 

of gas network and new connection in the most accessible areas of the city, while in the coming years, until 

the end of the payment period they will grow by about 10% due to increased projection for growth and 

further expansion of the network to lass accessible areas. The higher amortization of the vehicles and 

possible increase of repairs is also taken into consideration. In addition to increased costs there is a control 

factor for annual inflation rate of 2% applied. 

Employment costs 

In order to be able to properly operate the backhoe loader and the small truck, JP Kumanovo-gas plans to 

employ two new professional operators. The annual gross salaries of one backhoe operator and one truck 

driver will be MKD 690,000, which may vary depending on worker’s work experience. Thus, we account for 

additional 2% annual increase of these costs.  

Project revenues 

With the purchase of appropriate and necessary mechanization (excavator, truck and pickup) the CSE will 

be able to increase the number of customers, both households and commercial buildings. On the other 

hand the CSE will be able to independently expand and build gas distribution network regardless of outside 

contractors hired by public procurement procedures.  

Currently there are 250 households connected to gas distribution network. 75 are individual households 

and 180 are households living in apartment blocks. Each household pays 800 EUR per connection. 

However, if an apartment building is connecting to the gas network the cost varies from 5,000 to 13,000 

EUR depending on the number of unites connected and the capacity of the heating boiler installed in the 

building. Each household, on average spends 1,200-1,500 KWhof gas per year.  

Taking into account that there are 20,000 households in Kumanovo, the potential of expanding gas 

distribution network is big, thus the revenues may increase significantly. However, there are many factors 

and constrains that determine the expansion of gas network among households, so we are not going to 

consider this income into the finical analysis.  

The major increase of income is going to come from commercial and local public buildings connections and 

consumption of gas. The amount that each new connection for commercial building varies from 1000 to 

53,000 EUR. However, we are considering that during the first five years only local schools and public 

buildings will connect to the gas network. The numbers show that all 5 elementary schools and 1 high 

school have on average around 50% saving for heating when they transferred from fossil fuels to gas. We 

expect that the majority of the schools and other local and state institutions (around 50 buildings) that are 

located in the central area of the city which has easy access to the gas network will get connected in the 

first 10 years. The central Hospital is excluded from the final valuation, since it is a major project and 

requires other investments except for machinery. However, if this investment is realized during the time of 

the project, the overall consumption of gas will double compared to the current one (600,000 KWha year). 

On the other hand there are 15 current commercial users of gas. The estimates show that there are 800 

active companies in the Municipality of Kumanovo, so by making gas distribution more accessible not only 

for households, but also to businesses, it is expected that in 13 years from now at least 20% of these 
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businesses will be connected to gas network. On average commercial buildings spend, similarly to the 

schools, around 35,000 – 75,000 KWh gas per year.    

This project will also create savings in several areas. By buying new vehicles, such as an excavator for 

distribution pipeline and a truck for transport of distribution pipes and fittings, the savings would be around 

MKD 2,000,000 per year in 2021 with a tendency to increase in the coming years. Additionally, the funds 

CSE spends now on hiring outside companies with appropriate mechanization to excavate the distribution 

gas network and return it to its original condition would be redirected for other purposes, part for gasoline 

services on the same vehicles and part for salary. However, most of the funds currently paid to contractors, 

which are the largest item in the financial statements, amounted to MKD 5,000,000 per year, a significant 

amount will remain within the company. According to some of our calculations, the savings could go up to 

45% of the total costs. 

Taking all the estimation into account we can conclude that the PE will have three major sources of benefits 

from this project: revenue from new connections, revenue from distribution of gas and saving in hiring 

outsource companies for expansion of gas network. The additional revenue from new connections by 

companies will grow gradually each year, starting with 1new connection in the first year, ending with 25 in 

2033 or in total the PE is expected to have 169 new users. Considering that the average cost per 

connection is €5,000, we can conclude that the total revenue from this operation at the end of the project 

will be MKD 50,700,000. Revenue coming from gas distribution are calculated with an average annual 

consumption of 35,000KWh per user and a margin of MKD 4 per KWh. The total revenue, during the whole 

project from gas distribution is amounted to MKD 114,660,000. Finally, as mentioned previously, the annual 

saving from expending gas network on their own instead of hiring an outsource company is calculated at 

MKD 2,000,000 annually. Hence, the total benefit from the project is amounted to MKD 191,360,000. 

7.7.4 Project costs and revenues for JP „Kumanovo parking“ Kumanovo 

With the purchase of a new special towing vehicle is expected to raise the operation of towing services to a 

higher level in terms of efficiency and economy, given that the current vehicle in use is 25 years old and is 

prone to frequent breakdowns for which large funds are wasted. Thus, in the days when it is serviced and 

does not work, there is a loss of income that would otherwise be realized.  

At the moment JP "Kumanovo-parking" owns 4 motor vehicles, of which 3 are passenger motor vehicles, 

and 1 is a special towing vehicle. They are all used in daily operation of the towing service. Even though 

the only specialized towing vehicle is 25 years old, it will still be in use, but with lower intensity. 

Operational costs 

According to the historical data of CSE, the costs for the use of new vehicles (operating costs and costs for 

ongoing maintenance) are expected to amount to MKD 430,000 in the first year. The breakdown of 

expenses is divided as follows: 

- Costs for gasoline MKD 300,000 

- Costs for maintenance MKD 80,000 and 

- Registration and insurance MKD 50,000 
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After the fifth year of using the vehicle, the operating and maintenance costs are expected to increase, 

primarily the maintenance costs that will increase with the accumulation of vehicle depreciation. There is an 

annual growth of 5% which is accompanied by an annual inflation rate of 2%.  

Employment costs 

There is no need for new employments due to the fact that the CSE already has trained and skilled 

employees who will continue to operate with the current and the new. It is estimated that there will be no 

need for any special training in the use of the new vehicle as employees already have experience in using 

similar equipment. 

Project revenues 

With the procurement of a new towing vehicle CSE revenues will increase by approximately 20%, or having 

in mind the towing revenues realized previous two years, on average MKD 4,200,000, it is expected that in 

the first year the CSE will earn additional MKD 840,000. 

7.8 Results of the financial analysis 
The results of the financial analysis must be summed up through the main indicators NPV and IRR.  

In this financial analysis in order to have more accurate results, MIRR is used, because of improved 

accuracy compared with IRR, as MIRR measures the true rate of return. Major issue with IRR occurs when 

a project has different periods of positive and negative cash flows, such as this case. The IRR produces 

more than one number, causing uncertainty and confusion. 

MIRR also assumes that reinvestment of the cash flows at the cost of capital is practically possible and 

multiple rates of return don’t exist in the case of MIRR, so the issue is solved, making it better regarding 

measurement of the true rate of return. 

The results of this financial appraisal based on the presented information give positive NPV of 32,985,557 

and MIRR of 23%. The discount rate as already explained is 5%, the rate of inflation is 2%, which is added 

to the savings and operating costs. 

Table 25 NPVanalyses 

Year Interest Principal

Total 

investment 

cost

O&M costs  JP 

Cis tota  i  

Zeleni lo

O&M cost JP 

Vodoovod

O&M cost JP 

Kumanovo Gas

O&M cost JP 

Kumanovo 

Parking

Total Project costs 

(Investment 

costs+O&M)

Increased 

revenues  JP 

Cis tota  i  Zeleni lo

Increased 

revenues  JP 

Vodovod

Increased 

revenues  JP 

Kumanovo Gas

Increased 

revenues  JP 

Kumanovo 

Parking

Total Project 

benefits
Project Cash Flow 

2021 1.912.641      -                1.912.641      4.424.000      1.128.000      2.000.000         430.000       9.894.641            5.250.000              1.000.000      2.440.000         840.000         9.530.000             364.641-               

2022 1.912.641      -                1.912.641      4.602.730      1.173.571      2.142.000         438.600       10.269.542          5.302.500              988.000         3.460.000         856.800         10.607.300           337.758               

2023 1.912.641      -                1.912.641      4.788.680      1.220.983      2.294.082         447.372       10.663.759          5.355.525              976.144         4.760.000         873.936         11.965.605           1.301.846            

2024 1.721.377      6.375.471      8.096.848      4.982.143      1.270.311      2.456.962         456.319       17.262.583          5.409.080              964.430         6.340.000         891.415         13.604.925           3.657.658-            

2025 1.530.113      6.375.471      7.905.584      5.183.421      1.360.503      2.756.711         465.446       17.671.665          5.463.171              952.857         8.200.000         909.243         15.525.271           2.146.394-            

2026 1.338.849      6.375.471      7.714.320      5.392.831      1.457.099      3.093.030         484.250       18.141.530          5.517.803              938.564         10.340.000       927.428         17.723.795           417.735-               

2027 1.147.585      6.375.471      7.523.056      5.610.702      1.560.553      3.470.380         503.814       18.668.504          5.572.981              924.486         12.760.000       945.976         20.203.443           1.534.939            

2028 956.321         6.375.471      7.331.792      5.837.374      1.671.352      3.893.766         524.168       19.258.452          5.628.711              910.619         15.460.000       964.896         22.964.225           3.705.773            

2029 765.057         6.375.471      7.140.528      6.073.204      1.790.018      4.368.805         545.344       19.917.899          5.684.998              896.959         18.440.000       984.194         26.006.151           6.088.252            

2030 573.792         6.375.471      6.949.263      6.318.561      1.917.110      4.901.800         567.376       20.654.110          5.741.848              883.505         21.700.000       1.003.878      29.329.230           8.675.120            

2031 382.528         6.375.471      6.757.999      6.573.831      2.053.224      5.499.819         590.298       21.475.172          5.799.266              870.252         25.240.000       1.023.955      32.933.474           11.458.302          

2032 191.264         6.375.471      6.566.735      6.839.414      2.199.003      6.170.797         614.146       22.390.096          5.857.259              857.198         29.060.000       1.044.434      36.818.892           14.428.796          

2033 -                6.375.473      6.375.473      7.115.726      2.355.133      6.923.634         638.957       23.408.924          5.915.831              844.341         33.160.000       1.065.323      40.985.495           17.576.571          

14.344.810,47 63.754.712,00 78.099.522,47 73.742.617,27 21.156.862,10 49.971.785,74 6.706.089,20 229.676.876,79 72.498.972,23 12.007.355,23 191.360.000,00 12.331.478,48 288.197.805,93

NPV using discount rate 5%(MKD) ден 32.985.557

NPV (EUR) 536.351

MIRR 23%

Discount rate 5%

 
Source: Own calculation 

7.8.1 Sensitivity analysis 
The sensitivity analysis is based on the previous tables of the financial analysis.  
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Its usefulness resides in the analysis of the IRR and NPV indicators depending on variable parameters. 

The benefits and the costs generated by the project vary from -10% to +10%. 

Table 26: Sensitivity analyses 

  
Benefits Costs 

-10% 10% -10% 10% 

NPV (MKD) MKD 32,985,556 MKD 13,807,503 MKD 52,163,610 MKD 48,865,054 MKD 17,106,058 

NPV (Euro) € 536,350.52 € 224,512.25 € 848,188.78 € 794,553.73 € 278,147.30 

Source: Own calculation 

7.9 Conclusion 
The total investment is 63,754,712 MKD with VAT included and the investment will be covered 100% with 

loan.  

Following analysis of the balance sheet and profit and loss statement, it is to be concluded that Municipality 

of Kumanovo has borrowing capacity and potential to repay the loan.  

Of what is presented in the financial analysis, it is to be concluded that this project in terms of financial point 

of view is feasible for financing with positive values in NPV (32,985,557) and positive value of MIRR (23%).  

Benefits that are quantifiable are increased revenues of the public enterprises, savings in maintenance and 

expansion of water supply and gas network, expansion of ongoing maintenance of hygiene in the city and 

improved effectiveness in improving traffic culture among the citizens 

On the other hand, there are benefits that can’t be quantified such as: improved quality of life of the local 

population, increased environmental protection, improved driving culture, better air quality. 
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8. COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS  

8.1. General information  

8.1.1. Framework of the analysis  

After verifying the financial viability of the project, the next step is to test the economic viability. The initial 

step in testing the economic viability of a project is to identify, quantify and value the economic costs and 

benefits. We expect that this study, together with the financial appraisal, will provide sufficient basis for the 

decision-makers to decide on the acceptability of the project. 

The main principles to be used in the appraisal are the following: 

- Loan costs (interests) are omitted; 
- The benefits and costs are presented in constant value, i.e. increases of prices are excluded in the 

analysis; 
- Taxes are excluded from the investment value; 
- Discount rate of 5% is applied. 

8.1.2. Limitations and constraints of the study  

The procurement of the twelve operational vehicles brings several benefits to the local citizens. This is 

mostly related to better communal services, greater access to alternative heating sources, better living 

conditions in the city, additional income for all four public enterprises and significant saving for both the 

Municipality and all four CSEs. On the other hand, there are limitations and constrains that this analysis 

can’t estimate or predict, such as: the scope of COVID-19 effects on the project, its effects on economic 

flows and citizens’ behavior towards communal services in time of pandemic. However, this analysis is 

focused on the measurable costs and benefits of this project and gives a quantifiable approach to valuating 

the investment.  

8.1.3. Scope  

The purpose of this economic analysis is to identify, quantify and evaluate the economic impacts of the 

project, including any externalities that may occur. Previously, the financial analysis was based on the 

project point of view, while the economic analysis considers the project from a broader social perspective 

and takes into account all benefits arising from the project intervention that were not quantified in the 

financial analysis. 

The implementation of this project will bring multiple economic benefits, such as: increased revenues of the 

public enterprises, savings in maintenance and expansion of water supply and gas network, expansion of 

ongoing maintenance of hygiene in the city and improved effectiveness in improving traffic culture among 

the citizens. The overall benefit of the project is the improvement of the quality of life of all citizens who live 

in the municipality of Kumanovo. 

8.2. Identification of the relevant costs and benefits  

8.2.1. Project investment costs  

Project costs were presented in the financial analysis and in the economic analysis VAT will not be taken 

into consideration, so the cost structure for all sub procurements divided among all public enterprises is: 
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Table 27: Economic value of the project 

Municipal public utility company Type of vehicle Unit 
Unit price 
without VAT 

JP „Vodovod“– Kumanovo Combined Backhoe loader 1 4,169,492  

JP „Cistota i zelenilo“– Kumanovo 

Waste collection vehicle 1 3,386,305  

Crane Truck 1 4,117,373  

Tractor with trailer 1 877,573  

Working machine 1 3,152,657  

Truck with winter maintenance equipment (snow plow 

and salt shaker for throwing salt and gravel) 3 27,456,102  

JP „Kumanovo gas “– Kumanovo 

Combined Backhoe loader 1 3,127,119  

Truck 
1 1,355,085  

Commercial vehicle 1 1,302,966  

JP „Kumanovo parking “– 
Kumanovo 

Special towing vehicle 
1 5,084,746  

 Total MKD: 12 54,029,418  
 Total EUR (1 eur=61,5 mkd):  878,527  

Source: Project budget 

Financial costs should be converted into economic costs using standard conversion factors (CF). 

Procurement of new vehicles and mechanization will have a conversion factor of 1, because it involves the 

procurement of trade in goods and involves labor that is highly skilled. 

The total investment costs after applying the conversion factor are MKD 54,029,418. This part summarizes 

all future costs related to realization of project activities. Each cost is broken into operational costs and 

employment costs for each public enterprise. 

8.2.1.1. Project costs and benefits for JP „Vodovod“ Kumanovo 

Project costs 

By purchasing of the new combined backhoe loader, JP Vodovod expects to raise its maintenance capacity 

for water supply and sewerage network and will bring its services to a higher level in terms of efficiency and 

economy given that the current vehicle is old and prone to frequent breakdowns. Hence, significant amount 

of money are lost and opportunity costs appear while the vehicle is under repairmen and it is not working, 

thus the CSE losses income that would otherwise be realized if it works properly. 

With this procurement, it is forecasted that maintenance operations of water supply and sewerage network 

as well as the installation of a new users will take place smoothly and in timely manner. This will contribute 

to increasing the efficiency of operations. On the other hand, the old vehicle will still be in use and will serve 

as a backup option or will cover some light maintenance works. 
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Operational costs 

The costs for using the new combined backhoe loader (operating and maintenance costs) are expected to 

be MKD 800,000 or MKD685,593 without VAT in the first year, as follows: 

- Costs for gasoline MKD 600,000/1,18= 508,475 

- Costs for maintenance MKD 150,000/1,18 =127,118    

- Registration and insurance MKD 50,000. 

First year’s costs are expected to increase with the increase of vehicle’s level of amortization. 

Employment costs 

There is one additional employment planed with the procurement. CSE will employ a Construction Machine 

Operator. Based on available data from the State Statistics Office, the annual costs for this type of 

employment are MKD 381,955. These costs are taken into account throughout the whole payment period. 

They are reduced by all direct and indirect taxes. Hence, the total value of these costs is MKD 4,965,415 by 

year 2033. Taking into account that CSE already owns a vehicle of this type and has skilled labor for 

operating with it, the new operator will be an addition to the team and will allow greater flexibility and 

availability of CSE’s services to the citizens of Kumanovo.  

Project benefits 

Quantifiable project benefits 

As presented in the FA section, by purchasing a new backhoe loader, JP Vodovod expects to have 

increased income and produce savings from its operations amounted around MKD 1,000,000 in the first 

year of use. The economic value of the potential income is equal to MKD 952,381. The new vehicle will 

allow the CSE to increase its efficiency by performing faster and more precise repairs of the plumbing 

network, unlike the current vehicles which are not efficient and can’t be used in their full capacity. At the 

same time the CSE will save significant amount on maintenance costs for the old vehicles. CSE’s services 

will be conducted with better quality, thus the frequency of additional repairs is going to decrees. The 

overall revenue effect is expected to reach the amount of MKD 11,435,576 by 2033. 

Unquantifiable project benefits 

Improved quality of life 

By purchasing special vehicles and machinery the overall quality of water supply will improve, water 

shortages will decrease and water supply and sewage problems will be solved faster. All this will result in 

better quality of life of all citizens who are connected to the water supply and sewage system.  

Increased hygienic condition 

Increased hygienic conditions both for the citizens and public spaces will be possible due to a constant 

water supply and decreased sewage related issues. Additionally, the CSE will be able to service its 

customers during the whole year regardless of the season. At the same time constant water supply will 
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allow other communal enterprises to continuously serve the citizens. On the other hand, citizens will have 

continued access to clean water and will be able to keep high level of personal hygiene.  

Increased protection from spillage 

Regular maintenance of water supply pipelines is essential for prevention of unnecessary water spillages 

and enormous loose of clean water supply. 

Better air quality 

By putting in use the new vehicles the air quality will be improved since the old vehicles which has low 

CO2emission standards will be replaced with new ones which pollute the environment less.  

8.2.1.2. Project costs for JP „Cistota i zelenilo“Kumanovo 

The project envisages procurement of 7 special vehicles for the needs of JP „Cistota i zelenilo“– 

Kumanovo. 3 of the vehicles are for waste collection and 4 are for winter maintenance of roads. The CSE 

expects to expand its services and cover a greater territory than the one it covers at the moment. 

Additionally, with the renewal of the CSE’s vehicle fleet, it is expected to improve the economy and 

efficiency in operating the company by reducing the costs for maintenance of obsolete vehicles whose 

average age is about 30 years and reducing unforeseen interruptions in the performance of utilities caused 

by frequent breakdowns of existing vehicles. However, the old vehicle will still be in use and will serve as a 

backup option or will cover some light maintenance works. 

Operational costs  

According to the historical data of CSE, the costs for the use of new vehicles (operating costs and costs for 

ongoing maintenance) are expected to amount to 4,424,000 or 3,773,559 without VAT in the first year. The 

baseline costs for using and maintaining the new vehicles in the first year is broken down by the following 

costs: 

- Costs for gasoline – MKD 4,104,000/1,18= 3,477,966 per year for fuel, 

- Costs for maintenance – MKD 160,000/1,18= 135,593 per year and 

- Registration and insurance – MKD 160,000 

During the first five years of operation operational costs will increase by 2% annually, while in the coming 

years, until the end of the payment period they will grow by about 5% due to increased amortization of the 

vehicles and possible increase of repairs.  

Employment costs 

The company does not envisage new employments for the realization of the stated investment, given that it 

already has professional staff for the realization of this investment. 
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Project benefits 

Quantifiable project benefits  

Procuring the specialized vehicles is expected to raise the quality of services offered by JP Cistota i 

zelenilo by expanding the scope of service for collection of solid waste for additional 300-500 households 

living in rural and hard to access areas of the city, removal of existing illegal landfills in the Municipality and 

expanding the scope of services for winter maintenance of local roads.  

The forecasts show that this project will increase CSE’s revenues by MKD 4,285,714 annually. This 

increase of revenues is due to the fact that the Municipality will use CSE’s new services for winter 

maintenance of roads (snow plow and salt shaker). The expectations are that with the expansion of the 

service, these revenues in the next 10-year period would additionally grow by around 1% each year.  

At the same time the expansion of the waste collection network with additional 300-500 households will 

contribute by additional average income which is calculated at MKD 0.3 per disposed m2 of trash. On 

average each household produces 348 m2 per year. Hence, the average additional income per household 

is calculated at MKD 1,253. The total annual revenue from this service is expected to increase for MKD 

714,285. 

Unquantifiable project benefits 

Improved quality of life 

By purchasing special vehicles and machinery for public cleaning including snow cleaning during winter 

period, the overall quality of life will increase, traffic safety will increase during winter period, so the local 

population, companies, tourists and students will benefit the most. At the same time, traffic accidents and 

injuries due to icing or uncleaned roads will be decreased.  

Increased environment protection  

By purchasing vehicles with environmentally friendly engines that meet European standards for 

environmental protection, the emission of harmful gases would be reduced. This is especially important for 

the municipality of Kumanovo because in the winter months the air pollution is far above the allowed limits 

and the city of Kumanovo is one of the most polluted in the country. 

Increased flood protection from  

Regular maintenance of riverbeds, drainage channels and sewage channels is essential in prevention of 

flooding and accidental spillages. By engaging adequate machinery all these risks can be omitted. With 

regular and proper maintenance of the riverbanks and open channels within the Municiplaity of Kumanovo 

the risk of flood and spillage of the water on the streets and roads will be eliminated, mainly due to proper, 

timely and accurate maintenance according to all required standards and adequate equipment. 

8.2.1.3. Project costs for JP „Kumanovo-gas“ Kumanovo 

JP „Kumanovo-gas “Kumanovo will procure 3 specialized vehicles which will be used for further expansion 

of gas network throughout the whole municipality. One vehicle is a multifunctional backhoe loader aimed for 

major construction work on expansion of the network, the second vehicle is small truck for transportation of 
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equipment and supplies to the sides and the third vehicle is a pick-up commercial car for maintenance 

works all over the municipality. The CSE expects to expand its services and cover a greater territory than 

the one it covers at the moment. Additionally, with the expansion of CSE’s specialized vehicle fleet, it is 

expected to improve the economy and efficiency in operating the company by cutting the costs for 

outsourcing constriction and installation services which are limiting factor for further and intensified gas 

network expansion.  

 

Operational costs 

According to the technical specification of the new vehicles and their market value, the costs for the use of 

new vehicles (operating costs and costs for ongoing maintenance) are expected to amount to MKD 

1,310,000 or MKD 1,126,949 without VAT in the first year. CSE’s internal analysis shows that each vehicle, 

on average will be in use for 1,044 hours annually (Working days 261 x 4 hours daily use of the vehicle). 

Hence, the operating costs for all three vehicles are as following: 

- Costs for gasoline MKD 970,000/1.18=822,034 

- Costs for maintenance MKD 230,000 /1.18= 194,915 

- Registration and insurance costs MKD 110,000   

During the first five years of operation operational costs will increase by 5% annually, due to the expansion 

of gas network and new connection in the most accessible areas of the city, while in the coming years, until 

the end of the payment period they will grow by about 10% due to increased projection for growth and 

further expansion of the network to lass accessible areas. The higher amortization of the vehicles and 

possible increase of repairs is also taken into consideration.  

Employment costs 

In order to be able to properly operate the backhoe loader and the small truck, JP Kumanovo-gas plans to 

employ two new professional operators. The annual gross salaries of one backhoe operator and one truck 

driver, according to the State Statistics Office is MKD 693,622 (all direct and indirect taxes are excluded).  

Quantifiable project benefits  

With the purchase of appropriate and necessary mechanization (excavator, truck and pickup) the CSE will 

be able to increase the number of customers, both households and commercial buildings. On the other 

hand, the CSE will be able to independently expand and build gas distribution network regardless of 

outside contractors hired by public procurement procedures.  

Each new household connected to the gas network brings 800 EUR per with VAT or 678 EUR without VAT. 

However, if an apartment building is connecting to the gas network the cost varies from 5,000 to 13,000 

EUR with VAT or 4,237 – 11,016 EUR without VAT. The overall price depends on the number of unites 

connecting and the capacity of the heating boiler installed in the building. Taking into account that there are 

20,000 households in Kumanovo, the potential of expanding gas distribution network is big, thus the 

revenues may increase significantly.  
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The major increase of income is going to come from commercial and local public buildings connections and 

consumption of gas. The amount that each new connection for commercial building varies from 1000 to 

53,000 EUR with VAT or 847 – 44,915 EUR without VAT. However, we are considering that during the first 

five years only local schools and public buildings will connect to the gas network. The numbers show that 

all 5 elementary schools and 1 high school have on average around 50% saving for heating when they 

transferred from fossil fuels to gas. We expect that the majority of the schools and other local and state 

institutions (around 25 buildings) that are located in the central area of the city which has easy access to 

the gas network will get connected in the first 10 years. On the other hand, the estimates show that there 

are 800 active companies in the Municipality of Kumanovo, so by making gas distribution more accessible 

not only for households, but also to businesses, it is expected that in 13 years from now at least half of 

these businesses will be connected to gas network. On average commercial buildings spend, similarly to 

the schools, around 35,000 – 75,000 KWh gas per year.    

The current price for a cubic meter of consumed natural gas varies and depends on many external factors. 

Hence, we are not able to precisely calculate the margin which the CSE is going to make. However, 

according to data from previous years and excluding other factors that may significantly increase the gas 

price, we have estimated that JP "Kumanovo - Gas" makes a net margin of MKD 2.5 (VAT excluded) per 

KWh spent for supply of natural gas to the final consumers. 

This project will also create savings in several areas. By buying new vehicles, such as an excavator for 

distribution pipeline and a truck for transport of distribution pipes and fittings, the savings would be around 

MKD 1,690,000 per year in 2021 with a tendency to increase in the coming years. At the same time the 

economic benefit of new connections is amounted at MKD 42,966,102 (VAT excluded) for the whole project 

period and the revenue from gas distribution is calculated at MKD 52,055,085 for the whole period.  

Unquantifiable project benefits 

Improved quality of life 

By expanding gas distribution and installing gas ran heating systems citizens, businesses and state 

institutions have multiple gains in their everyday life. Unlike wood or oil, gas supply in Kumanovo is 

constant because it is directly linked to the main gas pipeline. This means that there is no additional hustle 

for supplying and sustaining the level of fuel that runs the heating system. At the same time, gas run 

systems are shown to cause less incidents and have very low effect on the health conditions on people 

compared to oil or wood.    

Increased environmental protection 

Natural gas is environmentally friendly because it burns cleaner than other fossil fuels. It's safer and easier 

to store when compared to other fossil fuels. Natural gas is extremely reliable, unlike electric power that 

can be knocked out during a storm. Also, natural gas is less expensive than other fossil fuels. Having what 

was said before, Kumanovo will benefit of gas network expansion and will decrease the pollution levels 

especially during the heating season. Hence, during project implementation, we expect Kumanovo to fall 

down on the list of most polluted cities in Macedonia.  
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8.2.1.4. Project costs and benefits for JP „Kumanovo parking“Kumanovo 

With the purchase of a new special towing vehicle is expected to raise the operation of towing services to a 

higher level in terms of efficiency and economy, given that the current vehicle in use is 25 years old and is 

prone to frequent breakdowns for which large funds are wasted. Thus, in the days when it is serviced and 

does not work, there is a loss of income that would otherwise be realized.  

At the moment JP "Kumanovo-parking" owns 4 motor vehicles, of which 3 are passenger motor vehicles, 

and 1 is a special towing vehicle. They are all used in daily operation of the towing service. Even though 

the only specialized towing vehicle is 25 years old, it will still be in use, but with lower intensity. 
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Operational costs 

According to the historical data of CSE, the costs for the use of new vehicles (operating costs and costs for 

ongoing maintenance) are expected to amount to MKD 430,000 or MKD 372,034 without VAT in the first 

year. The breakdown of expenses is divided as follows: 

- Costs for gasoline MKD 300,000/1.18= 254,237 

- Costs for maintenance MKD 80,000/1.18= 67,797 and 

- Registration and insurance MKD 50,000 

After the fifth year of using the vehicle, the operating and maintenance costs are expected to increase, 

primarily the maintenance costs that will increase with the accumulation of vehicle depreciation. There is an 

annual growth of 5%. 

Employment costs 

There is no need for new employments due to the fact that the CSE already has trained and skilled 

employees who will continue to operate with the current and the new. It is estimated that there will be no 

need for any special training in the use of the new vehicle as employees already have experience in using 

similar equipment. 

Project benefit 

Quantifiable project benefits  

With the procurement of a new towing vehicle CSE revenues will increase by approximately 20%, or having 

in mind the towing revenues realized previous two years, on average MKD 3,559,000, it is expected that in 

the first year the CSE will earn additional MKD 711,864. 

Unquantifiable project benefits  

Improved driving culture 

Kumanovo is known to have a crowded traffic system and driving culture is not on a satisfactory level. 

Hence, purchasing additional towing vehicle will contribute towards improving driving habits of local 

citizens. Once the parking enterprise start towing improperly parked cars, citizens will start use available 

parking spots, thus will contribute towards decreasing traffic during rush hours. Finally, by improving driving 

habits to its citizens Kumanovo can become a more attractive tourist destination for local in foreign tourists.   

Better air quality 

By putting in use the new vehicles the air quality will be improved since the old vehicles which has low 

CO2emission standards will be replaced with new ones which pollute the environment less. 
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8.3. Valuation of the costs and benefits  
The following table presents in one place the summary of comparisons between the situation without and 

with the project.  

Table 28. Summary of comparisons between the “without” and “with the project” scenarios 

Without the project With the project Quantification of benefits 

Low quality of life 
 
 
 
Low hygienic condition 
 
 
 
 
Expensive and inefficient condition 
of the streets during snow season 
 
 
Low level of productivity of current 
vehicles 
 
High levels of pollution due to 
heating systems run on wood and 
oil 
 
Frequent issues with water supplies 
and sewage systems 
 

Improved quality of live 
 
 
 
Increased hygienic condition 
 
 
 
 
Increased quality and improved cleaning of 
the streets during snow season 
 
 
Increased productivity of new modern 
special vehicles 
 
Kumanovo is one of the most polluted cities 
in the country 
 
 
More efficient servicing of problems of 
water supply and sewage systems 

40% savings on heating bills, faster and 
efficient service of water, sewage, traffic and 
parking problems. 
 
30% Savings in winter cleaning of the streets 
and maintenance of water supply systems and 
riverbanks and open channels 
 

Saving at least 50% of the amount spent on 

winter maintenance by the Municipality 

All services will be available to greater number 

of citizens 

At least 50% lower level of pollution due to 

heating on wood and oil 

Doubled capacity for servicing problems with 

the system 

Increased CSEs’ total revenues of 7,500,000 

MKD and savings of MKD 2,000,000 annually 

Source. Own analysis based on the information received by the municipality 

The cost-benefit analysis of the project is built upon the financial appraisal. Any irrelevant items from the 

economic point of view are excluded, while the impacts relevant from the society’s point of view are 

included. To provide economic valuation of the costs and benefits, previously valued at market prices, 

revaluation of their economic values is made by using conversion factors.  

8.4. Results from the cost - benefit analysis  
The economic appraisal based on the above assumptions and procedure gives a positive NPV of MKD 

21,067,559 using 5% discount rate (see Table 29 below). The results imply that the project is attractive and 

desirable for implementation. Additionally, the calculations showed that the EMIRR is 18% (using 5% 

discount rate), so we can conclude that the project can be considered as attractive.  
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Table 29. Cost-benefit analysis (in MKD) 

Year Interest Principal

Total 

investment 

cost

O&M costs  JP 

Cis tota  i  

Zeleni lo

O&M cost JP 

Vodoovod

O&M cost JP 

Kumanovo Gas

O&M cost JP 

Kumanovo 

Parking

Total Project costs 

(Investment 

costs+O&M)

Increased 

revenues  JP 

Cis tota  i  Zeleni lo

Increased 

revenues  JP 

Vodovod

Increased 

revenues  JP 

Kumanovo Gas

Increased 

revenues  JP 

Kumanovo 

Parking

Total Project 

benefits
Project Cash Flow 

2021 1.912.641      -                1.912.641      3.773.559      1.067.548      1.820.571         372.034       8.946.354            4.999.999              952.381         2.012.712         711.864         8.676.956             269.398-               

2022 1.912.641      -                1.912.641      3.773.559      1.067.548      1.820.571         372.034       8.946.354            5.049.999              940.952         2.711.864         726.102         9.428.917             482.564               

2023 1.912.641      -                1.912.641      3.773.559      1.067.548      1.820.571         372.034       8.946.354            5.100.499              929.661         3.538.136         740.624         10.308.919           1.362.565            

2024 1.721.377      6.375.471      8.096.848      3.773.559      1.067.548      1.820.571         372.034       15.130.561          5.151.504              918.505         4.491.525         755.436         11.316.971           3.813.590-            

2025 1.530.113      6.375.471      7.905.584      3.773.559      1.067.548      1.820.571         372.034       14.939.297          5.203.019              907.483         5.572.034         770.545         12.453.081           2.486.216-            

2026 1.338.849      6.375.471      7.714.320      3.773.559      1.067.548      1.820.571         372.034       14.748.033          5.255.049              893.871         6.779.661         785.956         13.714.537           1.033.496-            

2027 1.147.585      6.375.471      7.523.056      3.773.559      1.067.548      1.820.571         372.034       14.556.768          5.307.600              880.463         8.114.407         801.675         15.104.144           547.376               

2028 956.321         6.375.471      7.331.792      3.773.559      1.067.548      1.820.571         372.034       14.365.504          5.360.676              867.256         9.576.271         817.708         16.621.911           2.256.407            

2029 765.057         6.375.471      7.140.528      3.773.559      1.067.548      1.820.571         372.034       14.174.240          5.414.282              854.247         11.165.254       834.063         18.267.846           4.093.606            

2030 573.792         6.375.471      6.949.263      3.773.559      1.067.548      1.820.571         372.034       13.982.976          5.468.425              841.433         12.881.356       850.744         20.041.958           6.058.982            

2031 382.528         6.375.471      6.757.999      3.773.559      1.067.548      1.820.571         372.034       13.791.712          5.523.110              828.812         14.724.576       867.759         21.944.256           8.152.544            

2032 191.264         6.375.471      6.566.735      3.773.559      1.067.548      1.820.571         372.034       13.600.448          5.578.341              816.380         16.694.915       885.114         23.974.749           10.374.302          

2033 -                6.375.473      6.375.473      3.773.559      1.067.548      1.820.571         372.034       13.409.186          5.634.124              804.134         18.792.373       902.816         26.133.447           12.724.261          

14.344.810,47 63.754.712,00 78.099.522,47 49.056.271,19 13.878.126,86 23.667.424,98 4.836.440,68 169.537.786,18 69.046.626,41 11.435.576,41 117.055.084,75 10.450.405,49 207.987.693,05

NPV using discount rate 5%(MKD) ден 21.067.559

NPV (EUR) 342.562

MIRR 18%

Discount rate 5%

 
Source. Own calculations based on the data received by the municipality 

8.5. Sensitivity analysis 
The sensitivity analysis was performed using variations of 10% for both costs and benefits. According to the 

sensitivity analysis in Table 30 below, NPV is sensitive on the change of both costs and benefits but more 

sensitive in case where benefits are lower by 10% and increased by 10%. In addition, the municipality will 

have to consider options to increase the benefits. Here should be mentioned that some benefits cannot be 

measured.  

Table 30. Sensitivity analysis 

  
Benefits Costs 

-10% 10% -10% 10% 

NPV (MKD) MKD 21,067,558 MKD 6,954,871 MKD 35,180,245 MKD 33,073,490 MKD 9,061,627 

NPV (Euro) € 342,561.93 € 113,087.35 € 572,036.52 € 537,780.33 € 147,343.54 

Source. Own calculation based on the data received by the municipality 

8.6. Conclusion  
The economic cost and benefit analysis shows that the implementation of this project will improve the 

quality of municipal services on multiple levels. The project covers the four major CSEs, so the positive 

impact will simultaneously be seen in multiple areas. This project doesn’t only bring benefits for 

Kumanovo’s citizens, but it also has monetary benefits (increased revenues and savings) assigned to the 

project. The economic analysis of the costs and benefits of the project showed that the project is 

acceptable and desirable for implementation according to the methods used. 

If the project is not going to be implemented, both the municipality and the CSEs will face annual increase 

of costs for maintenance of machinery, water and sewage systems, opportunity costs for untapped 

potential for further gas pipeline connections and lost revenue for executing towing services. In this respect 

and as elaborated earlier in this Chapter the project will bring significant unquantifiable benefits, such as 

increasing quality of life for all citizens on multiple levels, increasing the driving culture, reducing air-

pollution, prevent water and sewage spillages and increasing environmental protection. 


